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Abstract
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Mots-Cle´s: Pair-a`-Pair, diffusion de flux, arbres de diffusion, algorithmes
d’adaptation dynamique, Tit-for-Tat.
The distribution of substantial amounts of data to a large number of clients is
a problem that is often tackled by peer-to-peer (P2P) architectures. Bottle-
necks are alleviated by distributing the work of the server to all participating
peers. Content is no longer passed directly from the server to all clients but
only to a small subset of peers from where it is forwarded to a different sub-
set of clients. These basic P2P ideas can also be applied to the distribution
of live content, such as video streams. Additional timing constraints and
bandwidth requirements of this application context lead to new challenges.
Peer failures or late arriving packets directly influence the user perception,
which is not the case in simple file distribution scenarios.
This thesis first analyzes some of the major problems faced by P2P live
media streaming, and then presents a new architecture to address these chal-
lenges. Starting from a tree-based approach, the architecture is enhanced
with adaptation algorithms to finally evolve in a mesh-based system. The
in-depth analysis of tree-based architectures shows that it is important to
adapt a node’s position in the tree according to its bandwidth capacity. The
same analysis is conducted for mesh-based architectures and it is shown that
the position on the distribution path has a significant influence on perfor-
mance. Another important problem concerns the fairness aspect in terms
of collaborators and so-called “free-riders”. A P2P system works best if all
peers contribute with their resources. This can be ensured by tit-for-tat
mechanisms where peers return as much as they get. In this thesis a new
kind of tit-for-tat mechanism is developed to combine bandwidth contribu-
tion with robustness—the more bandwidth a peer provides the more robust
its position on the path becomes.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Context
The typical usage of the Internet has evolved over the last ten years from
simple message transfer and Web browsing to applications that involve much
larger amount of data, such as video and music streaming. Additionally the
number of Internet users has exponentially increased, which made the de-
mand for bandwidth and server capacities explode [24]. Simply adding more
servers to deal with this high demand is very expensive as the costs increase
linearly with the number of users and additional hardware is needed to bal-
ance the load among the servers. Therefore new communication paradigms
have been proposed to replace the short-comings of classical server/client
architectures.
Instead of directly downloading content from servers, clients are requested
to forward content as well and to cooperate such that resources from clients
are also integrated in the distribution process. Initially, peer-to-peer (P2P)
architectures were mainly used for distributing large files to a big number
of users, but they have soon been integrated in other applications such as
media streaming. Instead of only supporting pre-generated files, the P2P
approach has been applied to live generated content, such as music or video
streams that have more stringent requirements in terms of timing. The first
live content streaming systems evolved in the late nineties and many have
been proposed afterwards.
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In this thesis we analyze the problem of P2P media streaming, and we
propose solutions and a new architecture based on the results of our study.
In the rest of this section we discuss the context of this thesis and summarize
our contributions.
1.2 Challenges in P2P Media Streaming
While the use of P2P techniques for media streaming offers many benefits,
it also comes with a number of challenges that have to be dealt with. In
addition to the problems usually encountered in classical P2P systems, such
as high churn rates, additional challenges are specific to media streaming.
We take a closer look at these issues and discuss existing solutions.
1.2.1 Scalability
In all live streaming systems a single streaming source exists which produces
streaming content. We assume that this central unique instance never fails
as the whole streaming system would fail otherwise. We usually distinguish
between three types of P2P architectures: (1) systems that rely on a single
central instance (different to the source) of a specific component (e.g, the Aka-
mai CDN [53]), (2) fully decentralized architectures where each participating
peer has the same role (except the source), and (3) hybrid or hierarchical
models with some peers (usually called “superpeers”) having a specific role.
Obviously, the scalability of the first approach is limited by the capacity of
the central instance, which also represents a single point of failure. The hy-
brid approach mitigates this problem by essentially replicating the service
provided by the superpeers.
Fully decentralized architectures have the greatest potential for scalability
and reliability, but they have to face additional complexity in their topology
management protocols. As there is no global knowledge about the network,
all operations have to rely on local partial knowledge. This may lead to sub-
optimal performance (when compared to centralized, omniscient algorithms)
but this is usually a small price for having a scalable system. Further, as
each peer has the same role, failures are not as critical as the failure of a
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centralized component or a super peer in a hybrid model. In environments
with high churn, where many nodes join and leave the system, this property
is essential.
1.2.2 Robustness
One of the major advantages of the P2P paradigm is also one of its biggest
problem: the peers are acting in an unpredictable manner and independently
of each other. The rate at which peers join and leave the system can be very
high. Worse, departures may be ungraceful in the sense that peers fail or leave
without prior notification. As a consequence, P2P systems must incorporate
some form of self-healing mechanisms and construct robust topologies (e.g.,
using redundant paths).
In general, the robustness of P2P networks can be increased by using ei-
ther data redundancy or path redundancy. The most widely used techniques
for data redundancy are forward error correction (FEC) [45], layered coding
and multiple description coding (MDC) [10]. FEC uses encoding techniques,
such as Reed-Solomon codes, to encode a number of packets n into m pack-
ets where m > n. Any subset k (k ≥ n) of these m packets is enough to
reconstruct the n original packets.
In layered coding, the original media stream is split into different layers
of quality. The base layer is the most important and must be received in any
case. Each additional layer improves the quality of the stream.
Finally, MDC divides a stream into different descriptions (substreams)
where each description can be distributed on a different network path for
avoiding network failures or congestion. Any subset of descriptions can be
used to decode the original stream. The more descriptions are available the
higher the streaming quality is. The error resilience is therefore higher than
it is in layered coding as the loss of a description does not lead to a streaming
interruption but only to a temporarily decreased streaming quality.
Redundancy in data alone does not help if a peer has only one other
peer serving the data. If this single data source fails then the receiving peer
does not get any data. A better strategy is to have multiple sources that
serve different parts of the stream such that, if a subset of the neighbors fail,
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the remaining peers can still serve the data needed to play back the stream.
Most existing P2P media streaming systems provide such support for path
diversity using redundant distribution trees or mesh-based topologies [34].
1.2.3 Latency
P2P media streaming architectures are based on application-level overlay
networks. This means that messages from the source to a given peer typ-
ically follow a longer route than IP’s shortest path. In order to minimize
the network’s stretch and the end-to-end latency, peers that are physically
close should be neighbors in the logical overlay. Thus, the construction of
the distribution architecture does not only need to take into account robust-
ness, but also performance metrics [42]. The neighbors of a node have to be
selected in an intelligent way to optimize the chosen metrics.
1.2.4 Throughput Optimization
In traditional P2P file sharing systems, each peer tries to download content
as fast as possible, i.e., maximize its effective bandwidth. In contrast, media
streaming architectures must provide a timely constrained download rate for
a smooth playback of the stream. Multiple cooperating peers are needed to
balance out bandwidth fluctuations, so that the loss or degradation of service
from one peer can be compensated by other peers.
The service capacity of a P2P system consists of the aggregate upload
bandwidth of all participating nodes. As this bandwidth is a scarce resource
its usage must be optimized. In the optimal case, each peer can obtain a peak
service capacity equal to the aggregate bandwidth divided by the number of
nodes.
1.2.5 Timing Constraints
For distributing a large file to a high number of clients it is typically split
into a number of equal-sized chunks. Each chunk can be distributed inde-
pendently and the file can be reassembled at the peers. A participating node
requests missing chunks from neighbors based on a chunk-selection strategy
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(e.g., rarest-chunk-first strategy) until it has the complete file. The order has
no importance as the file is only used when its download is completed.
Live streaming systems are very different in this respect: chunks are only
useful for a peer if it arrives before its scheduled playback time. Chunks
far in the future cannot be requested as they often do not exist yet. These
timing constraints make the trading window of a peer very narrow and impose
additional mechanisms to handle bandwidth degradations and peer failures.
As we cannot rely on guarantees from the transport layer that a packet
arrives on time, we need some over-provisioning of bandwidth to deal with
small delays and limit the risk of missing some deadlines. This requirement
is tightly coupled with the throughput optimization problem. The more
download bandwidth each peer gets, the higher the probability that all blocks
arrive on time.
1.2.6 Fairness
An important observation made on current peer-to-peer file distribution sys-
tems is the existence of selfish peers, so-called freeriders [1]. These peers try
to download from the system without serving other nodes. As peer-to-peer
systems live from cooperation, this is an important problem that needs to be
addressed.
Without any central instance that controls data flows in the system, the
peers must have the ability to penalize peers that are unfair. Ideally, each
peer should only get as much as it contributes, except the initialization phase
where a peer is not able to provide data, but this objective is not compat-
ible with the uniform bandwidth requirement of media streaming. Yet, a
peer that contributes shall get more advantages than a node that does not
contribute at all, for instance lower delays or higher reliability.
1.3 Research Goal
The goal of this thesis is to study cooperative distribution of streaming me-
dia and large files from a networking perspective. The problem should be
addressed by analysis, modeling, prototype implementation and experimen-
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tal validation. The algorithms presented should be practical enough to be
implemented.
The solutions developed in this thesis should not depend on special peers
with dedicated roles (e.g., centralized nodes, super-peers). Instead all peers
should be assumed to be equal in terms of their role in the network but
heterogeneous in terms of bandwidth. The presented architectures should
further be resilient to failures and provide simple incentives for peers to
contribute to stream distribution.
1.4 Contributions
We briefly summarize below how the different problems identified are solved
in this thesis.
1.4.1 Throughput Optimization
In todays Internet users are typically connected by asymmetric links, such
as ADSL where upload bandwidth is smaller than the download bandwidth.
Therefore in this work the assumption is made that the upload bandwidth is
the limiting resource (usually bandwidth is also more constrained compared
to CPU and disk space). The peers must obviously have a download capacity
that is at least as high as the maximum streaming rate to be able to receive
the stream.
Under the assumption that all peers want to consume a stream with
a given rate, one must develop architectures able to guarantee the same
minimum download rate across the whole network. In an environment where
peers have different upload capacities, the position of each node has a high
impact on overall download performance, e.g., if a peer with high-bandwidth
capacity is placed at the end of a distribution chain then its upload bandwidth
is wasted. In Chapter 3 we present our different approaches for architectures
providing uniform download rates and their analysis.
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1.4.2 Adaptation Algorithms
The architectures developed in Chapter 3 can only be constructed with global
knowledge of all peers. Maintaining such information would necessitate non-
scalable solutions, e.g., a central tracker node. Therefore, algorithms to
dynamically approximate optimal distribution architecture have been devel-
oped in Chapter 4. Peers initially join the system at any position where they
are accepted (each node has a maximal number of neighbors). Starting from
this configuration, nodes dynamically adapt their position according to their
upload bandwidth. The higher its upload capacity the nearer to the source
a peer should be. It is analytically shown that this adaptation leads to a
significantly higher throughput.
1.4.3 Fairness and Robustness
The position of the peers in distribution trees does not only affect overall
performance, but it also lets peers at leafs operate as “free-riders”, i.e., con-
sume without contributing. To prevent peers from being selfish, additional
fairness mechanisms have to be implemented. Systems like BitTorrent [17]
use a tit-for-tat mechanism where peers only return as many chunks as they
receive (except for the bootstrap phase). This approach can slow down the
system as peers are waiting for data before they send chunks. In a live
streaming system this delay can have a strong impact on the stream quality
and may break down the system. Therefore a new fairness approach based
on robustness has been developed and is presented in Chapter 5.
The more children a peer p serves, the higher the number of backup links
it gets. In the case of a failure of one of its parents, the peer can choose a
new source among all its backups. A peer that is not contributing (has no
children) will strongly be affected by a failure and has to rejoin the system—
an operation that is time-consuming and produces gaps in the stream. On
the other hand, a cooperating peer has a high chance to find a stable backup
peer with sufficient upload capacity.
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1.4.4 Mesh-based Architectures
As opposed to tree-based systems (studied in the first chapters of the thesis),
in mesh-based systems peers have more flexibility in choosing neighbors.
Instead of having a fixed position and forwarding chunks from its parent to
its children, a peer p trades chunks with a much larger set of neighbors whose
composition evolves dynamically. If one of p’s active neighbors fails then p
simply discards it from its neighbor set and chooses another neighbor to
trade chunks with. This mechanism makes mesh-based systems much more
robust than tree-based architectures where a parent failure affects the child
and its whole sub-tree. Mesh-based architectures are analyzed in Chapter 6
by considering them as a collection of distribution trees.
1.5 Structure
The thesis is divided into 7 chapters where Chapter 2 discusses related work,
Chapters 3 to Chapter 5 form the main technical part and Chapter 7 con-
cludes the thesis and outlines future work.
Outline. Chapter 3 analyzes different architectures which have all the same
property of providing a uniform download rate to all participating peers.
Parts of the chapter have been published in [48]. Chapter 4 presents an
adaptation algorithm which can further enhance the throughput of distribu-
tion architectures. The content has been partially published in [51].
In Chapter 5 a new P2P media streaming architecture, integrating the
results from the previous chapters, is presented. This chapter has partially
been published in [49] and in [50]. Chapter 6 analyzes the structure of mesh-
based systems and makes the link from the tree-based CrossFlux design to
mesh-based architectures. Parts of this chapter have been published in [6].
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Chapter 2
Related Work
2.1 Overview of Existing Systems
Although many proposals for P2P media streaming architectures exist, only
few were implemented and deployed. One very popular system which is
widely used in Europe is Zattoo [60]. It became available in 2006 and quickly
attracted a large user base (more than 20% of all Swiss Internet users). Zat-
too offers dozens of TV channels and operates in several countries. Unfor-
tunately no technical details are available. The same holds for PPLive [43],
which has only been studied by performance measurements [23].
We can identify the following reasons for the slow growth of P2P media
streaming systems:
1. A critical mass of users is needed for cooperation to be effective. If there
are only few participants, then the media server can use traditional
multicast communication.
2. Most existing systems fail short of providing the properties users expect
from media streaming architectures: (1) no interruptions and no jitter;
(2) fast startup of the stream; and (3) quick recovery of failures such
that the stream is played back continuously also under high churn.
3. P2P systems have to deal with legal and political issues. The owners of
a stream lose the control of how the stream is being distributed. Fur-
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ther, any user with video recording equipment is able to serve streams,
which opens the door to copyright infringement.
We describe below some of the most well known streaming systems and
highlight the differences with ourCrossFlux architecture described in Chap-
ter 5. Given the large number of proposals found in the literature, this list
is not exhaustive.
CoolStreaming. One of the most widely used systems is CoolStream-
ing [61], which has been deployed with up to 30,000 distinct users in 2004
but has been stopped due to copyright issues in 2005. Unlike many other
systems, CoolStreaming is data-driven, considers bandwidth heterogeneity,
and tries to reduce latency between pairs of peers. A set of backup nodes is
maintained to deal with failures and adapt to changing network properties.
Backup nodes are periodically contacted to see if they provide higher perfor-
mance than certain nodes currently serving the stream; in that case, nodes
may be exchanged. A limitation of this optimization strategy is that it is
restricted to the nodes of the backup set. In contrast, the algorithms used
in CrossFlux allow to perform “transitive” optimizations, i.e., not limited
to the exchanges with direct neighbors.
Chunkyspread. Chunkyspread [56] is an unstructured approach to media
streaming. It uses a multi-tree (multi-description) based structure. The
structure is very dynamic as each peer periodically looks for new partners
in its local environment. It exchanges information (load, latency, creation of
loops) with each neighbor to search for the best parent-child pairs for each
tree. The constraints on these relationships are (1) avoid loops, (2) satisfy
any tit-for-tat constraints, (3) adapt load (shall be in a per peer defined
range) and (4) reduce latency. In contrast to Chunkyspread, CrossFlux
combines fairness with robustness. Trees are built in a more structured way
to include backup links.
End System Multicast. End System Multicast (ESM) [14] is a P2P me-
dia streaming solution that provides several desirable properties. An overlay
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mesh is initially constructed and multiple spanning trees, rooted at each
possible source, are constructed on top of it. The trees are then incremen-
tally enhanced by adding or dropping additional links depending on a utility
function. In CrossFlux, we try to construct a good mesh from the be-
ginning and incorporate performance metrics during the joining process of
new nodes. In addition, CrossFlux introduces a notion of fairness by using
links between nodes in one direction to serve streaming data and in the other
direction as backup link.
PeerStreaming. PeerStreaming [30] differs from other systems in that it
adapts the streaming bit-rate dynamically to the available bandwidth, which
directly depends on the number of serving peers. The clients reading the
stream receive different parts from multiple altruistic serving peers. A new
node joins the system by asking a list of serving peers and connects to a
number of them. The main drawback is that, unlike CrossFlux, there is
no incentive for the serving peers to participate in the system and to help
distribute the stream.
GnuStream. GnuStream [27] is built on top of the Gnutella P2P sub-
strate [47, 20]. A peer in GnuStream queries the Gnutella network to locate
multiple parents that have part of the stream. Parts of the stream are then
requested from these parents and aggregated in the peer for playback. As
GnuStream relies upon Gnutella, its implementation is very simple: joins
and searches are mapped to the underlying protocols, while failure recovery
is achieved by simply exchanging a failed source with another one. This
simplicity comes at the price of some performance loss. Gnutella is not opti-
mized for live media streaming and, therefore, may not perform as good as a
system that has been designed specifically for that purpose, as CrossFlux
is.
SplitStream. SplitStream [8] is a P2P media streaming architecture that
focuses on robustness. As in our model, the stream is split into multiple
stripes that can be distributed independently. A distinct tree is constructed
for each of these stripes spanning over all participating peers. The robustness
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in SplitStream comes from the fact that each node is inner node in at most one
tree and leaf in all the other trees. Thus, if a peer fails, only one distribution
tree is affected and has to be rebuilt. In CrossFlux, peers may be placed
as interior nodes in more than one tree but quick recovery from a peer failure
p is achieved by using backup paths which do not inlcude p. Additionally,
fairness is introduced in the tree architecture in rewarding forwarding peers
with higher robustness.
CollectCast. The CollectCast [22] architecture is built on top of a P2P
DHT substrate, such as Chord, CAN, or Pastry. Failures or stream degra-
dations are handled by exchanging active senders. Further, CollectCast tries
to optimize the download rate at each peer by selecting the best performing
peers out of a candidate set. In contrast, CrossFlux does not rely on fixed
candidate sets but performs a more global optimization by moving peers
across the trees.
CoopNet. CoopNet [36] combines a classical client-server model with a
P2P architecture. The server is responsible for directing joining nodes to
potential parents and for reconnecting peers upon failure of their parents.
The central instance obviously limits scalability and represents a single point
of failure whereas in CrossFlux there is no central component.
NICE. NICE [2] uses a hybrid architecture in which peers are clustered in
a hierarchical layer structure. Each cluster has a leader, which also belongs
to the next layer above. Latency can be optimized by selecting as leader a
peer that is close to the center of the cluster. The system focuses on low-
bandwidth streams distributed to a large receiver set. Thus, optimization of
the available bandwidth is not a major objective of NICE and has not been
explicitly addressed.
ZIGZAG. ZIGZAG [54] is another layer-based architecture. Like NICE [2],
it constructs clusters that are grouped in a hierarchical structure. Unlike
NICE, ZIGZAG dynamically adapts to the load of the cluster heads: if a
node has too many children or no sufficient bandwidth capacity, it can dis-
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tribute the load by reconfiguring the cluster. ZIGZAG does not use path
redundancy and it is not clear how well it scales when distributing high-
bandwidth streams.
2.2 Analytical Models for Download Rate
Two main approaches exist for dealing with differences in uplink band-
width in overlay multicast systems. Narada [12], CollectCast [22] and GnuS-
tream [27] use bandwidth measurements to improve the overlay structure
by dynamically replacing links. In contrast Scattercast [11], SplitStream [8],
Overcast [26] and ALMI [38] use degree-constrained structures to deal with
heterogeneity. If a peer’s degree is saturated when a new peer wants to con-
nect, then some reorganization needs to take place. CoopNet [36] uses both
of these techniques. It deploys multiple parallel trees and reorganizes them
based on performance feedbacks.
All of these systems do not try to uniformly distribute the download rate
to all peers. Instead, they send distinct streams at different rates, or they
consider bounded streams and use buffers to deal with timing problems. Our
goal is to minimize the buffer requirements by evening out the download rate
at all peers.
In [44], the authors investigate the impact of heterogeneous uplink band-
width capacities on Scribe [9]. Their experiments show that heterogeneity
may create distribution trees with high depths, which is not desirable. After
proposing several ways to address the problem they conclude that heterogene-
ity in DHT-based multicast protocols remains a challenging open problem.
Analytical models have been proposed for peers with homogeneous band-
width capacities [3, 59], as well as for heterogeneous peers but for non-uniform
download rates [7]. Different architectures for homogeneous and heteroge-
neous bandwidth constraints are analyzed. In contrast to this work, the
authors make the assumption that the downlink and uplink capacities are
symmetric and do not consider uniform download rates.
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2.3 Adaptation Algorithms
Many architectures for content distribution have been proposed. Most of
these systems build an overlay network that is kept throughout the distribu-
tion process. Links are only changed if either a neighbor fails or the perfor-
mance heavily degrades. Affected nodes then simply rejoin the tree starting
at the root. Most architectures do not actively reconfigure links before a
degradation occurs.
CollectCast [22] is an example of such a passive system. The authors
propose an architecture that works on two different sets of nodes for media
streaming. From a set of potential senders the best ones are taken and form
the active set. The other potential senders are kept in a standby set. During
the streaming process peers do passively measure bandwidth and latency. If
the quality of the media streaming falls below a threshold, a peer from the
active set is exchanged with one from the standby set. A similar exchange
technique has been proposed in GnuStream [27] for use with the Gnutella
system.
Other systems like Scattercast [11] try to construct near-optimal distri-
bution trees in advance. A set of agents is deployed across the network. The
agents together provide a multicast service. The number of clients that join
an agent is limited by its bandwidth capacity. The goal of Scattercast is to
construct a degree-constrained spanning tree across all agents and keeping
the average delay between the source and all destinations at a minimum.
This problem is known to be NP-hard.
One system which dynamically adapts to the network conditions was pre-
sented with TMesh [58]. The architecture aims at reducing latencies between
nodes in a multicast group. Based on a set of heuristics, new links are added
to the existing tree or mesh. If the new link reduces the overall latency then
it is kept; otherwise, it is dropped.
2.4 Fairness and Robustness
The impact of fairness on download performance has been studied in [15].
A framework is presented to evaluate maximum achievable download rate
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of receivers as a function of altruism. The results show that fairness has
a high impact on the performance of receivers and that a small degree of
altruism brings significant benefit. In [13] a taxation model is presented in
which peers with higher upload capacity help compensating bandwidth of
peers with lower bandwidth.
A framework based on game theory is presented in [31]. In this paper
incentive-based strategies to enforce peer cooperation are evaluated and com-
pared.
In [57] it is shown that not only a high number of users is necessary to
build a robust system, but the main contribution to the system is provided
by some stable peers with high upload capacity. This confirms our approach
of propagating well-performing peers toward the root and enhancing their
robustness by additional backup links.
2.5 Mesh-based Approaches
Many mesh-based P2P streaming systems have been proposed in the last
few years [37, 33, 40], but none of them has been formally analyzed due to
their complexity. Mainly these architectures have been studied by means of
simulations [18, 32] or experimental evaluation [41].
A comparative study of tree- and mesh-based approaches for media stream-
ing is presented in [34]. The authors first propose an organized view of data
delivery in mesh overlays, which consists of data diffusion and swarming
phases, and later introduce delivery trees, which they discover in mesh over-
lays in a similar fashion to diffusion trees described in our thesis. This work is
different in that it focuses on formally analyzing properties of diffusion trees
rather than evaluating them by simulation. Further an overlay adaptation
algorithm that improves properties of these trees is proposed.
A different approach to analyzing P2P media streaming systems are fluid
models. In [29] the authors present a stochastic fluid model that takes into
account peer churn, heterogeneous peer upload capacities, peer buffering and
delays. In this thesis the distribution trees created in a mesh are analyzed
such that known adaptations for tree-based approaches can be applied to
meshes.
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2.6 Summary
The systems presented in Section 2.1 study different important aspects of
media streaming in P2P systems. They focus mostly on isolated problems
and their solutions. The architectures proposed in this thesis are not only
adapted during data dissemination but also are designed from the beginning
to meet the challenges of P2P media streaming.
Several analytical models developed for P2P media streaming are dis-
cussed in Section 2.2. Many of them focus on systems composed of peers
with homogeneous upload bandwidths, where only few consider heteroge-
nous upload bandwidths. The present thesis studies a model that assumes
peers with heterogeneous up- and download bandwidths, with the objective
of providing all peers throughout the system with sufficient download band-
width for receiving the media stream with the same streaming rate.
Section 2.3 presents systems based on adaptation algorithms. In many of
them, peers use a backup set for replacing underperforming peers from the
current neighbor set by more powerful ones. Such an approach could also
be used in our architectures, leading to a more robust system. In contrast,
the adaptation algorithms presented in this work are designed to optimize
bandwidth usage instead of reducing latency. They are apt to both tree- and
mesh-based architectures.
Section 2.4 discusses the problem of fairness in P2P media streaming. Lit-
erature studies this topic in detail, mainly through experimental approaches.
All those studies conclude that the problem of free-riders is an important
issue in P2P systems. The architectures presented in this thesis introduces
a novel approach to fairness, by trading bandwidth contribution against in-
creased robustness.
Finally, mesh-based models are discussed in Section 2.5. This thesis
presents a novel analytical approach to study tree-based diffusion patterns
in mesh-based architectures. With this approach, existing algorithms and
models for tree-based architectures can be applied to mesh-based systems.
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Chapter 3
Peer-to-peer Distribution
Architectures providing
Uniform Download Rates
3.1 Introduction
Early studies of content distribution architectures have primarily focused
on homogeneous systems where the bandwidth capacities of all peers are
similar, or simple heterogeneous scenarios where different classes of peers
with symmetric bandwidth try to minimize the average download duration.
Such settings are not representative for real-world streaming networks.
In this chapter, we study the problem of content distribution under the
assumption that peers have heterogeneous and asymmetric bandwidth (typ-
ical for ADSL connections), with the objective to provide uniform download
rates to all peers—a desirable property for distributing streaming content.
Our goal is to propose and analyze different architectures for peer-to-peer
networks that are able to sustain large populations of clients while delivering
Parts of this chapter have been published in: M. Schiely and P. Felber. Peer-to-peer
Distribution Architectures providing Uniform Download Rates. Proceedings of the Inter-
national Symposium on Distributed Objects and Applications (DOA’05), October 2005.
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a given stream to all of them, under the simplifying assumption that peers
are fair and no failures occur.
Unlike previous studies, we assume that the peers have heterogeneous
and asymmetric bandwidth (typical for ADSL connections) and we aim at
providing a uniform download rate to each of them. This property is crucial
for applications like media streaming, for which users expect an uninterrupted
stream of data.
We consider simple models with two classes of peers that differ in their
uplink capacities. We study several architectures that achieve optimal uti-
lization of the aggregate uplink capacity of the system and share it equally
between all the peers. It obviously follows that fast peers must share more
bandwidth than they receive, but this unfairness can be balanced by placing
them nearer to the source for increased reliability and shorter latency.
The analytical models developed in this chapter provide interesting in-
sights on the performance of content distribution architectures with uniform
download rates in various configurations. By comparing them with other
architectures providing non-uniform rates, we conclude that uniformity can
be achieved with little additional complexity and no performance penalty.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: we first present the system
model in Section 3.2. Then, we analyze three different architectures providing
uniform download rates in Section 3.3 and compare them in Section 3.4.
Finally, Section 3.5 summarizes the chapter.
3.2 System Model and Definitions
For the rest of this chapter we use the following model. We assume that
nodes in the network have different upload capacities. We analyze content
distribution architectures with two classes of nodes, referred to as fast and
slow peers according to their upload bandwidth. All nodes in a class have
the same bandwidth. The data stream is sent by a single source which has
the same bandwidth as fast nodes. To simplify the analysis, we assume
that the source receives the data at the same uniform rate as the other peers
before distributing it within the content distribution network. We shall ignore
latency in our model.
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As is the case for typical ADSL connections, we assume that the slow peers
are essentially limited by their uplink capacity and have sufficient download
bandwidth to receive the data at the same uniform rate as the other peers.1
We consider Nf fast peers in class F with upload bandwidth Bf and Ns
slow peers in class S with upload bandwidth Bs (Bf > Bs). For the sake of
simplicity, we assume in our analysis that Bs =
Bf
k
with k being an integer
value. The total number of peers is N = Nf +Ns.
We analyze the behavior of different architectures when transmitting a
large content. We assume that the file being transmitted is split into C
chunks that can be sent independently: as soon as a peer has received a
chunk, it can start sending it to another peer. We consider one unit of time to
be the time necessary for transmitting the whole content at the uniform rate
r that is provided to all peers. Each chunk is thus received in 1
C
unit of time.
For clarity, we shall describe the different architectures with the assumption
that we transmit the whole file at once and we shall introduce chunks later in
the analysis. As total download time is a function of the number of chunks,
our main objective of supporting streaming data corresponds to situations
where C →∞.
A peer may receive chunks from the source via different paths. For in-
stance, in the case of SplitStream [8], the source splits the content into sev-
eral layers and sends each of them along distinct trees spanning all the nodes.
Two chunks sent at the same time by the source may thus traverse a different
number of peers and be received at different times. This implies that each
peer may have to buffer some chunks until all of those sent at the same time
have been received. We compute δT as the maximal difference in distance
between a peer and the closest common node along the paths to the source
via distinct incoming links. This value indicates the buffer space needed at
the peer. For instance, in Figure 3.1, the first node of the right chain receives
chunks from the source in 1 (directly), 2 (via one peer), and 3 (via two peers)
units of time and we have δT = 3 − 1 = 2. Clearly, small values of δT are
desirable and we shall also compare the different architectures with respect
to this property.
1As we shall see, this rate is not higher than the uplink capacity of the fast peers.
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3.2.1 Uniform Rate
As previously mentioned, our goal is to provide the same download rate to
all peers in the network. Obviously, the maximal rate r that can be achieved
corresponds to the aggregate upload bandwidth of all nodes divided by the
number of peers (Bs < r < Bf ). It is easy to see that a tree cannot be
used to fulfill this goal because a slow node does not have enough upload
bandwidth to serve even a single other peer at rate r > Bs.
A trivial approach is to form chains of peers, in which a combination
of slow and fast peers team up and share their bandwidths at each level of
the chain. Figure 3.1 shows such an architecture with 50% fast nodes and
50% slow nodes (Nf = Ns =
N
2
), and slow nodes having half of the upload
bandwidth of fast nodes (Bs =
Bf
2
). The source is the topmost node and the
numbers show the transmission rate on the corresponding link, as a fraction
of Bf . Fast nodes are displayed in gray. The time units indicated in the
figure do not explicitly take chunks into account: at t = 1, the second peer
in the left chain has received the content at rate 3
4
; at t = 3, the first peer
in the right chain has received the content via three links, each at rate 1
4
;
etc. All time units should be divided by C when considering chunks. The
download rate r is calculated as:
r =
1
N
(
N
2
Bf +
N
2
Bf
2
) =
3
4
Bf
We can observe that an unused upload bandwidth of 3
4
Bf remains because
the source does not download any content. We shall ignore this in the rest
of the chapter.
If we generalize the upload bandwidth of the slow peers to a fraction of
the upload bandwidth of the fast peers Bs =
Bf
k
and compute the download
rate r for a scenario where Nf = Ns =
N
2
, we obtain:
r =
1
N
(
N
2
Bf +
N
2
Bf
k
) =
k + 1
2k
Bf
We now relax the assumptions on the distribution of fast and slow nodes.
If the number of fast peers is Nf , then the number of slow peers is Ns =
N −Nf . Again the upload bandwidth of the slow peers is a fraction k of the
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upload bandwidth of the fast peers. The optimal download rate is then:
r =
1
N
(NfBf + (N −Nf )Bf
k
)
= (
Nf
N
+
1
k
(1− Nf
N
))Bf (3.1)
If slow peers do not serve any content, i.e., k →∞, then Equation (3.1)
becomes:
lim
k→∞
(
Nf
N
+
1
k
(1− Nf
N
))Bf = Bf
Nf
N
In a scenario where Nf = Ns this leads to a binary tree where the slow
nodes are the leaves and the fast nodes are the inner nodes, each serving two
other nodes at rate r =
Bf
2
(as studied in [3]).
In the rest of the chapter, unless explicitly mentioned, we consider equal
populations of slow and fast peers (Ns = Nf ).
3.3 A Study of Three Architectures
We now study and compare three different architectures that provide a uni-
form download rate to all peers.
3.3.1 Linear Chain Architecture
The first architecture considered in this chapter consists of multiple linear
chains of peers. Several independent linear chains of peers are forked and
used to distribute content in parallel. In a chain each peer has exactly one
parent to receive data from and one child to send data to. The chains are
constructed in three phases.
Phase 1 - Growing phase. The objective of the growing phase is to
serve several peers (say m, m > 1) in parallel starting from a single source.
Obviously, an expansion (i.e., forking of chains) can only be achieved by
fast peers, as they have more upload capacity than the target download rate
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Figure 3.1: Linear chains with one expansion step and k = 2 (Bs =
Bf
2
).
r (where r is the aggregate upload bandwidth of all peers divided by the
number of peers). Using this free capacity allows us to build the service
capacity mr necessary to serve m peers in parallel.
Informally, the growing phase proceeds as follows. The first fast node
(the source) starts a chain by serving one other fast peer with rate r. The
remaining bandwidth Bf − r will be used in another chain. The second fast
peer again serves another fast peer with rate r, which also leaves it with
Bf − r remaining bandwidth. This process continues until the sum of the
remaining bandwidths of the first p fast nodes is sufficient to serve another
peer, i.e., p(Bf − r) ≥ r. Given that Bs = 1kBf , p can be computed as:
p =
⌈
k + 1
k − 1
⌉
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Figure 3.2: Linear chains with two expansion steps and k = 2 (Bs =
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).
In the formula above, depending on the value of k, some bandwidth may
be lost in the integer conversion. This can be avoided by expanding to k
nodes at once. The number of peers pk necessary for this expansion can be
computed by solving pk(Bf − r) = r(k − 1), which gives:
pk = k + 1
In the rest of the chapter, we shall assume expansions to k chains using
pk peers (instead of 2 chains using p peers). Each fast peer can in turn
fork another k chains with the help of pk − 1 other fast peers. By repeating
this process, the number of chains can be multiplied by k every iteration.
Each expansion obviously requires pk units of time. Examples with k = 2
(r = 3
4
Bf ) and k = 4 (r =
5
8
Bf ) are shown in Figures 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. It
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Figure 3.3: Linear chains with one expansion step and k = 4 (Bs =
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is important to note that the peers are organized as a directed acyclic graph
(DAG).
Phase 2 - Parallel phase. The parallel phase starts when the growing
phase has finished its expansion to m peers. It constructs two sets of m
2
linear chains, composed respectively of fast and slow peers. Each chain of
slow peers is combined with a chain of fast peers. A slow peer serves its
successor at rate Bf/k. A fast peer serves its successor at rate r and the
next slow peer in the companion chain at rate Bf − r. Thus, each peer is
served at rate r. Phase 2 proceeds until all fast peers are being served (see
Figures 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3).
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Phase 3 - Shrinking phase. In the last phase, we are left with a set
of slow peers to serve at rate r. As a slow peer cannot serve another peer
by itself, the bandwidth of several peers must be combined, which leads to
shrinking down the number of parallel chains. This phase is almost symmet-
rical to the growing phase, in that we can serve pk slow peers from each set
of k chains. We repeat this process until all slow peers have been served (see
Figures 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3).
3.3.2 Analysis
We can easily notice that delays of δT = k are encountered during the growing
phase. The case of the shrinking phase is more subtle, as δT grows larger
if we keep it perfectly symmetric to the growing phase. By allowing some
asymmetry, we can both bound the delays by the same value δT = k and
reduce the total length of the shrinking phase.
We now compute the number of peers that can be served within a given
time interval. After pk steps, k peers can start again another chain. If we
define s as the number of expansion steps, we can calculate the number of
peers in the first phase N1 to be:
N1 =
s−1∑
i=0
kipk = pk
ks − 1
k − 1
The shrinking phase is built in a symmetric manner. Therefore the num-
ber of nodes N3 in the third phase is the same as in the growing phase:
N3 = N1. Given the constraint that N1 + N3 ≤ N , the maximal value of s
is:
smax = logk
(
N
k − 1
2pk
+ 1
)
The number of nodes N2 that can be served in phase 2 in a given time
interval T is:
N2 = k
s(T − 2spk + 1)
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Indeed, there are ks parallel nodes and phase 2 lasts for the given time
interval minus the duration of the growing and shrinking phases. The number
of peers served in a time interval T with s growing steps (1 ≤ s ≤ bsmaxc) is
then:
N(T, s, k) = 2pk
ks − 1
k − 1 + k
s(T − 2spk + 1)
We observe that the number of peers served in a given time interval
grows with s, producing thus more efficient content distribution architectures
(compare N(14, 1, 2) = 24 in Figure 3.1 and N(14, 2, 2) = 30 in Figure 3.3).
Solving the equation for T gives the number of units of time necessary to
serve N peers:
T (N, s, k) =
N(k − 1)− 2pk(ks − 1)
ks(k − 1) + 2spk − 1 (3.2)
Assuming that the content is split into chunks, the total download time for
the complete file is then 1 + 1
C
T (N, s, k), i.e., the time necessary to transmit
the whole file at rate r plus the propagation time of the chunks through the
content distribution network. Using Equation (3.2) leads to:
T (N, s, k, C) = 1 +
1
C
(
N(k − 1)− 2pk(ks − 1)
ks(k − 1) + 2spk − 1
)
(3.3)
Figure 3.4 shows the time necessary to complete the download with the
linear chain architecture for different values of k and C. We observe that
performance improves with larger numbers of chunks, because all peers can
be active most of the time. In contrast, with few chunks only a fraction
of the peers will be uploading at any point in time, while the others have
either already forwarded the entire file or not yet received a single chunk.
Therefore, the value of k, which influences the depth of the content distri-
bution architecture, has more impact on performance when the number of
chunks is small. In Figure 3.4 one can notice indeed that the reduction of
download times starts earlier with small values of k because they yield deeper
architectures.
Figure 3.5 compares the download times for different values of s (the
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Figure 3.4: Download time (in rounds) of the linear chain architecture for
different values of k and C (s = 4).
value smax corresponds to the maximal number of expansion possible with
the given peer population). As expected, performance improves with higher
values of s because they produce architectures which have shorter paths from
the source to all other peers. The optimal value smax exhibits extremely good
scalability.
3.3.3 Mesh Architecture
The linear chains architecture can be improved in several ways if we allow
peers to be organized as a directed graph with cycles. We can reduce the
duration of the growing phase and thus the length of the paths (and con-
sequently the latency); we can simplify network management by only using
connections with identical bandwidth capacities; and we can limit the size of
buffers at each peer to a constant value.
The resulting mesh architecture is shown in Figure 3.6 (for k = 2 and
one expansion step) and Figure 3.7 (for a general value of k and two expan-
sion steps). The download bandwidth for each peer is the aggregate upload
bandwidth divided by the number of peers (
Bs+Bf
N
). In the mesh a node does
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not only receive data from its parent, but also from its siblings. The source
has 2k fast peers as children and sends data at rate
Bf
2k
to each of them; the
remaining missing bandwidth
Bf
2
is provided by their siblings. The first-level
fast peers together serve k2 children with their remaining bandwidth of
Bf
2
;
again, the remaining bandwidth k−1
2k
Bf is provided by the siblings. Second-
level peers have enough bandwidth to completely serve k2 children. Each
third-level child can in turn expand to k2 peers in three steps.
As in the previous architecture, one can build linear chains after the
expansion phase before reducing the architecture to one peer. The shrinking
phase is symmetric to the growing phase, as shown in Figure 3.6.
Using only connections with identical rate
Bf
2k
simplifies significantly the
management of the architecture. The throughput is controlled by the source
and peers only differ in their number of outgoing connections: the outdegree
is always 2k for fast nodes and 2 for slow nodes. All peers have an indegree
of k + 1.
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Figure 3.6: Mesh with one expansion step and k = 2 (Bs =
Bf
2
).
3.3.4 Analysis
One can note in Figure 3.6 that the first level fast peers receive chunks from
the source at t = 1 and from their sibling at t = 2; similarly, second level
peers receive chunks at t = 2 and t = 3; on the third level, all chunks are
received simultaneously at t = 3. A similar observation can be made with the
shrinking phase and it follows that constant delays of δT = 1 are encountered
in this content distribution architecture.
For computing the number of nodes which can be served in time T we
again analyze the three phases. As we have seen, a fast peer can expand to
k2 peers in three units of time with the help of 2k + k2 other fast peers. If
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we define s to be the number of expansion steps, then the number of peers
served in the first phase is:
N1 = 1 + (2k + 2k
2)
s−1∑
i=0
k2i = 1 + 2k
k2s − 1
k − 1
The shrinking phase again is symmetric in the number of nodes so the
number of nodes in the third phase N3 is equal to N1, thus N3 = N1. Given
the constraint that N1 +N3 ≤ N we can compute the maximal value of s:
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smax =
1
2
logk
(
(N − 2)(k − 1)
4k
+ 1
)
In phase 2, k2k2(s−1) parallel nodes can be served in the remaining time
T − 6s− 1. In total the number of peers served within T units of time for a
given number of s expansion steps 1 ≤ s ≤ bsmaxc is then:
N(T, s, k) = 2 + 4k
k2s − 1
k − 1 + k
2s(T − 6s− 1)
Solving the equation for T and introducing the number of chunks C gives:
T (N, s, k, C) = 1 +
1
C
(
1
k2s
(
N − 2− 4kk
2s − 1
k − 1
)
+ 6s+ 1
)
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Figure 3.8: Download time of the mesh architecture for different values of C
(k = 2, s = 4).
Figure 3.8 shows the time necessary to complete the download with the
use of the mesh architecture for different values of C and k. As expected,
the download times follow the same general shape as for the linear chains
architecture in Figure 3.4 but performance is significantly improved due to
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Figure 3.9: Download time of the mesh architecture for different values of s
(k = 2, C = 102).
the faster expansion of the mesh architecture. We can observe in Figure 3.9
that a higher number of expansion steps s also produces flatter architectures
and therefore reduces the download time. The maximal expansion for a
given peer population smax yields the best download times, which is almost
constant, independent of the population size.
3.3.5 Parallel Trees
The third architecture studied in this chapter consists in constructing multi-
ple trees spanning all the nodes and sending a separate part of the content in
parallel to each tree similarly to SplitStream [8] and PTreek [3] (as Nf = Ns,
we shall use binary trees). If we construct k+ 1 trees that distribute content
at rate
Bf
2k
, then every peer will receive data at the same uniform rate r.
We construct parallel trees by placing each fast peer (except the source)
as interior node in k trees. Fast nodes will thus serve 2k other peers at
rate
Bf
2k
k (i.e., at aggregate rate Bf ). The slow nodes are placed as interior
nodes in a single tree and must thus serve two other nodes at rate
Bf
2k
(i.e.,
at aggregate rate
Bf
k
). As the number of leaves in a complete binary tree
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Figure 3.10: Parallel trees with N = 8 and k = 2 (Bs =
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is equal to the number of interior nodes plus one and the source is a fast
node, the constraint Nf = Ns is met. Figure 3.10 illustrates the parallel tree
architecture (peers are numbered for clarity). Note that every peer except
the source appears in all trees.
3.3.6 Analysis
We first need to determine the depth d of the trees. At each level i in the
tree, we have 2i nodes (the root is at level 0). Thus, the number of nodes in
a binary tree of depth d is
∑d
i=0 2
i = 2d+1 − 1. Considering the special role
of the source, the N − 1 remaining nodes can be placed in parallel trees of
depth d = blog2(N − 1)c.
It follows from the construction of the trees that delays of δT = blog2(N−
1)c are encountered in this content distribution architecture. Delays grow
with the number of peers, in contrast to the other architectures studied in
this chapter.
The number of nodes that can be served by the parallel tree architecture in
a given time interval T can be computed as follows (the first term represents
the source):
N(T ) = 1 +
T−1∑
i=0
2i = 2T
Solving this equation to T and introducing the number of chunks C leads
to the time used to distribute a file to all nodes:
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T (C,N) = 1 +
1
C
dlog2Ne
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Figure 3.11: Download time for the parallel trees architecture for different
values of C.
Figure 3.11 shows the time necessary to complete the download with the
parallel tree architecture for two values of C (improvements become unno-
ticeable when C grows larger). As the download time is a function of the
depth of the trees, which increases logarithmically with the number of peers,
performance degrades only slowly with the population size.
3.4 Comparative Analysis
In this section we compare the three architectures presented in this chapter
with the linear chain architecture analyzed in [7] (referred to as Linear). In
contrast to our architectures, in Linear the peers have symmetric bandwidth
capacities. The peers are organized in separate chains according to their
bandwidth capacity and there is no cooperation between fast and slow nodes.
Fast peers can therefore finish the download faster.
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Figure 3.12: Download time for different architectures with k = 100, C = 100
and s = smax. Linear shows the completion times for a population of 10
9
peers with symmetric bandwidth.
As we can see in Figure 3.12, this difference leads to a stepwise function
with the fast nodes completing their download faster than the slow nodes
(Nf = Ns). In contrast, the uniform architectures all scale well and yield
an almost constant download rate independent of the population size. As
expected, uniform linear chains are less efficient than the mesh and parallel
tree architectures due to the longer paths.
In Figure 3.13 we can observe that with a smaller difference between fast
and slow peers (lower value of k) the download time of Linear grows, whereas
it decreases for the linear chains and the mesh architecture (remember that
a unit of time is defined as a function of the uniform rate r). We can further
see that the mesh architecture performs slightly better than parallel trees
in Figure 3.12, unlike in Figure 3.13. This is due to the fact that the mesh
architecture expands as a function of k2s whereas the expansion of parallel
trees does not depend on k. Thus the expansion in the mesh will grow faster
when k is large. Higher values of C do not produce interesting results as the
difference between the various architectures quickly becomes unnoticeable.
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Figure 3.13: Download time for different architectures with k = 4, C = 100
and s = smax. Linear shows the completion times for a population of 10
9
peers with symmetric bandwidth.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have studied the problem of providing uniform download
rates to a population of peers with asymmetric and heterogeneous bandwidth
capacities. The architectures that best achieve this goal among those studied
in the chapter are the mesh and the parallel tree, but the latter requires peers
to buffer data for a duration proportional to the depth of the trees. As the
number of chunks grows, i.e., when the stream duration becomes very long,
the differences between all the architectures become insignificant.
Although we only focused on analytical models for simple content distri-
bution architectures, we believe that our analysis provides some important
insights as how to set up peer-to-peer networks for distributing streaming
data. It can also guide the design of cooperative applications that organize
the nodes in a more dynamic manner than chains or trees. In particular, the
system needs to build up upload capacity as fast as possible (which corre-
sponds to maximizing the number of expansion steps) and the content should
be partitioned into a large number of chunks (but not too many chunks as
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each one adds some coordination and connection overhead). By properly
combining high and low capacity nodes, one can provide a high initial quality
of service to every peer and even out their differences in a truly cooperative
manner.
The models used in this chapter assumed that no nodes fail and that
the capacity remains stable over time. In a real environment peers are not
stable and often fail or refuse to participate in distribution. Further network
capacities change over time due to change of usage. Both of these challenges
are analyzed in the following chapters based on the models introduced in this
chapter.
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Chapter 4
Self-organization in
Cooperative Content
Distribution Networks
4.1 Introduction
The architectures presented in Chapter 3 are constructed in one pass and
are not adapted to conditions that change afterwards. The environment
can change due to peers failing or bandwidth that is fluctuating because of
varying link usage.
In contrast to Chapter 3, in this chapter, we aim at providing techniques
that are efficient in heterogeneous settings, adaptive so as to tolerate run-
time changes like bandwidth fluctuations, and practical enough to be imple-
mentable in real systems. For the sake of simplicity, our study mostly focuses
on architectures with binary trees; the principles and algorithms presented
here do, however, also apply to other architectures, as will be discussed later.
The main metric we consider is the average time for each of the clients to
Parts of this chapter have been published in: M. Schiely, L. Renfer and P. Felber.
Self-organization in Cooperative Content Distribution Networks. Proceedings of the IEEE
International Symposium on Network Computing and Applications (NCA’05), July 2005.
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receive the complete content. Earlier studies [3, 59] have developed analy-
tical models and indicated theoretical limits for this problem, but they only
considered homogeneous scenarios where all the peers have identical band-
width. In particular, a comparison of several distribution architectures based
on linear chains, trees, and parallel trees, has indicated that performance can
be maximized if all the peers can use their upload capacity and the content
is split in enough small blocks so that the peers are all active at the same
time.
The contributions of this chapter are as follows: We first analyze the
problem of cooperative distribution of content from a single source to a large
number of heterogeneous clients and we identify the limitations of existing
solutions. We propose techniques and algorithms that dynamically optimize
the distribution network, based on the observed effective bandwidth capac-
ities, in order to avoid bottlenecks and improve global throughput. These
algorithms have several desirable features. Most notably, they are fully de-
centralized and work by only performing local reorganizations; as such, they
might stop short of producing an optimal configuration, but perform ex-
tremely well under the aforementioned constraints. We analyze the proper-
ties of our algorithms and we evaluate them by the means of simulations, as
well as experimentally in a LAN and in the Internet using the PlanetLab [39]
testbed.
The chapter is organized as follows: We first present classical tree-based
distribution architectures and analyze their shortcomings in Section 4.2. Sec-
tion 4.3 introduces the principles, mechanisms, and algorithms proposed to
dynamically improve the efficiency of tree-based content distribution. Sec-
tion 4.4 presents results from simulations and experimental evaluation, and
Section 4.5 summarizes the chapter.
4.2 P2P Content Distribution
Tree-based Architectures. Different architectures have been developed
for organizing clients in a P2P fashion for cooperatively distributing content,
e.g., a large file. The key idea is to have clients that have already downloaded
the file help redistribute it to other clients, instead of relying on a single
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source. The time necessary to send the file to all peers is not anymore
proportional to the number of clients in the network as for classical client-
server distribution, but proportional to the logarithm of the number of peers.
As an example, consider the situation where a server must replicate a
critical file, e.g., an antivirus update, to all 100, 000 machines of a large
company. Given a file size of 4 MB and a server (client) bandwidth capacity
of 100 Mb/s (10 Mb/s) with 90% link utilization, a classical client/server
distribution protocol would distribute the file by iteratively serving groups
of 10 simultaneous clients in u = 32 Mb
9 Mb/s
= 3.55 seconds. Updating 100, 000
clients would thus necessitate 100,000
10
u, i.e., almost 10 hours.
In contrast, cooperative distribution leverages the bandwidth of the nodes
that have already obtained the file, thus dynamically increasing the service
capacity of the system as the file propagates to the clients. As each client
that has already received the file can serve another client while the server
updates 10 new clients, we can compute the number of clients updated at
time t as n(t) = 2n(t − u) + 10 = 2bt/uc10 − 10. Updating 100, 000 clients
would thus necessitate less than 1 minute. The exponential increase of the
number of served peers provides a sharp contrast with the linear progression
of traditional client/server distribution (see [19] for a more detailed analysis).
The simplest architecture for cooperative content distribution consists in
forming a chain (or pipeline) in which each client downloads the file from one
peer and uploads it to another peer. The file is divided into small blocks of a
given size that can be transmitted independently from each other: as soon as
a block is received at one peer, it is forwarded to the next peer. This archi-
tecture leads to impressively short distribution times in high speed networks
with full duplex connectivity. The total distribution time is essentially the
time to send the whole file to the first node plus the delay for the first block
to reach the last node.
If each peer serves more than one other peer, we obtain trees instead of
linear chains. As the bandwidths of upload connections have to be shared
between several downloaders, such architectures are best adapted in settings
where peers (especially those close to the source) have large upload capacities.
Chains and tree architectures have the disadvantage that the failure of a
node adversely impacts the whole subtree rooted at that node. Indeed, once
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the only link to the subtree is broken, no data can flow to any of its peers.
To address this problem, one can organize the peers into multiple spanning
trees, with each peer belonging to all the trees and being interior node of
at most one of them, and have the source send distinct blocks to each tree.
Such architectures based on parallel trees have been used in SplitStream [8]
to improve bandwidth efficiency and increase robustness. Obviously, the
failure of a peer will affect at most one of the distribution trees and leave
the rest operational. Analytical models and analysis of these architectures
in homogeneous settings can be found in [3]. We shall primarily focus on
architectures based on a single binary tree in the rest of the chapter, although
we shall briefly discuss extensions for n-ary and parallel trees.
Dealing with Heterogeneity. The performance of content distribution
using a single tree composed of peers with heterogeneous bandwidth directly
depends on the organization of the nodes in the tree. One slow peer ps can
increase the average reception time of all the peers in the subtree rooted at
ps, even if they have more bandwidth and computational power than ps.
To show the effect of a single slow peer ps in a balanced binary distribution
tree of n nodes, we compute the average reception time depending on the
position of ps in the tree. We assume a symmetric bandwidth of Bf for the
fast peers and the source S, and Bs <
Bf
2
for the slow peer. To distribute
a file of size F , we divide it into blocks and send them along the tree as a
continuous stream of data. We shall neglect the delay of the first block to
reach the bottom of the tree, as its impact on the average reception time of
the file by the peers is negligible. We also assume that each peer stores the
blocks locally and, hence, does not need to buffer communication flows. If
we construct a tree composed only of fast nodes, each of them downloads the
file in time:
T =
2F
Bf
Distribution occurs at half the available bandwidth because each peer has
to serve two other peers on a single link. T , in this case, also equals to the
average download time T among all the peers.
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Figure 4.1: Positions of a slow node in the binary tree.
If we have now one slow peer at the bottom of the tree (node surrounded
by a circle in Figure 4.1), then T becomes:
T (n) =
n− 2
n
2F
Bf
+
1
n
F
Bf −Bs +
1
n
F
Bs
The first term in the equation refers to the peers which are not affected
by the bandwidth limitation of the slow peer. The second and the third term
correspond to the download times of the sibling of the slow peer and the slow
peer, respectively.
If the slow peer is at the second level from the bottom of the tree (node
surrounded by a square in Figure 4.1), T now becomes:
T (n) =
n− 4
n
2F
Bf
+
1
n
F
Bf −Bs +
1
n
F
Bs
+
2
n
2F
Bs
Again, we have the unaffected peers in the first term, and the second and
third terms refer to the sibling of the slow peer and the slow peer itself. The
last term corresponds to the download time for the children of the slow peer.
If we generalize the average download time per peer depending on the
height h (from the bottom of the tree) of the slow peer, we get the following
expression for T :
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T (n, h) =
F
n
(
(n− 2h+1)2
Bf
+
1
Bf −Bs +
1
Bs
+
(2h+1 − 2)2
Bs
)
As previously mentioned, the download time can be improved when using
parallel trees, with each peer being interior node of at most one of the trees
(only one peer can be a leaf of all trees). In such architectures, the position
as interior node of the slow peer will also affect the average performance of
file distribution. With a parallel binary tree configuration, half of the file
is sent in parallel to each tree and the download performance is obviously
limited by the tree in which the slow peer is an interior node, i.e., has the
highest position. In that case, we can compute the average download time
as:
T ‖(n, h) =
F
n
(
n− 2h+1 + 1
Bf
+
2h+1 − 1
Bs
)
In Figure 4.2 we can see the effect in binary tree configurations of one
or two slow peers depending on their height. Computations were performed
with Bf = 100 Mb/s, Bs = 10 Mb/s and 1 Mb/s, F = 650 MB, and
n = 217−1 peers (including the source). In settings with two slow peers, each
of them was in a different subtree from the source. Figure 4.2 shows a clear
exponential increase in the average reception time T , both with single and
parallel trees, after the height of the slow nodes reaches approximately half
the depth of the tree. This clearly demonstrates the necessity of dynamically
reorganizing distribution trees to adapt to the effective bandwidth of the
peers.
4.3 Dynamic Reorganization Algorithm
Motivations and Design Guidelines. In the previous section we have
shown that, in heterogeneous settings, slow nodes should be located as deep
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Figure 4.2: Average reception time depending on the height of slow nodes.
as possible in tree-based content distribution architectures. Indeed, a slow
node is a bottleneck for its whole subtree and the higher the position of the
slow node in the tree is, the more peers its subtree contains.
Therefore, our goal is to design an algorithm that dynamically optimizes
the distribution tree by reorganizing peers according to their effective band-
width. This directly raises the problem of estimating bandwidth capacities
and moving peers at runtime in a practical and efficient manner.
Our algorithm was designed according to several guidelines: it should be
fully distributed and symmetric, and not rely on a centralized entity (besides
the data source that has a specific role); all operations and reorganizations
should be performed locally or in the close neighborhood of a peer; decisions
should be based on local information and no global knowledge should be
necessary; the algorithm should be able to adapt dynamically to changes
in the network; and the complexity and overhead should remain as low as
possible.
These guidelines comply with the P2P design philosophy and are key
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to achieve high scalability. A consequence of the constraints they impose
is that our algorithm may not yield an optimal configuration, which would
necessitate non-local information and operations, as we shall discuss shortly.
Bandwidth Measurements. The limiting factor in most file distribution
networks is the upload capacity of the nodes, which is typically lower than
their download capacity (e.g., ADSL). Therefore we based our algorithm on
the upload capacities of the nodes and we reorganize the peers when we
detect nodes that have lower upload capacities than some of their children.
Each peer p must be able to estimate its upload capacity u. To that end,
a node actively or passively measures the throughput ui achieved when up-
loading data only to child i, and the throughput un obtained when uploading
data simultaneously to all m children (see Figure 4.3). Further, let di > 0 be
the download capacity of child i.
Based on these measurements, we can distinguish two cases:
1. un <
∑m
i=1 ui with uj = un for some nodes j and uk < un for some
nodes k
2. un =
∑m
i=1 ui
p
1 2
u21u
un
Figure 4.3: Throughput measured to estimate effective bandwidth.
In case 1 the transfer bandwidth is limited by the upload capacity of peer
p. The upload capacity to all nodes un is not higher than the upload rate to
a subset of its children. We estimate the upload rate of p to be u = un. We
also know that each child j has a download rate of dj ≥ uj and each child k
has a download rate of dk = uk .
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Case 2 occurs if the upload capacity u of p is not the limiting factor. The
children are all downloading at their limits. We have u ≥ un and we know
that each child i has a download rate of di = ui.
Based on these estimations, a peer can easily compare its upload capacity
with that of its direct neighbors to determine whether local reorganizations
are necessary.
The HeapTop Algorithm. HeapTop is remotely inspired from the well-
known HeapSort algorithm, where the nodes of a tree are reorganized by
exchanging selected father-child pairs. The goal is to move the nodes with
highest upload bandwidth closest to the root of the tree. The property
maintained by our algorithm is that, for every node p other than the root
and every child c of p, we have up ≥ uc (with up and uc being the effective
upload bandwidth of p and c, respectively).
As we only want to perform local operations, the only way we can reor-
ganize the tree is by exchanging the position of a node with its parent. This
operation can be easily implemented because both nodes are directly con-
nected with each other and they essentially have to exchange their respective
neighbors.
The algorithm starts with a random initial tree. We assume that all nodes
in the tree can estimate their bandwidth capacity and that of their parent,
as previously discussed.
Algorithm 1 HeapTop algorithm at peer p
1: loop
2: q ← Parent(p)
3: if q 6= root and Bandwidth(q) < Bandwidth(p) then
4: Exchange positions of p and q
5: end if
6: end loop
Each node continuously executes the trivial operations shown in Algo-
rithm 1. Peer p periodically compares its bandwidth capacity with that of
its parent. If p’s bandwidth is strictly bigger than its parent’s bandwidth,
then they switch positions, i.e., they exchange their neighbors. This opera-
tion can be performed efficiently as it is essentially local to p and its parent.
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The algorithm preserves the structure of the initial tree (even if it is not
balanced), but the position of the nodes evolves over time.
For avoiding pairwise exchanges resulting from short bandwidth fluctu-
ations, the estimations are based on a weighted moving average computed
using the following formula:
u(t) = (1− α) · u(t− 1) + α · u
The average bandwidth at time t is obtained by combining the latest
sample u with the previous average value. The constant α ≤ 1 (typically 1
8
)
is a smoothing factor that puts more weight on recent samples than on old
samples and smooths out variations.
In addition, in order to prevent unnecessary reorganizations of peers with
similar bandwidth capacities, we shall only exchange the position of a peer
p and its parent q if uq < β · up, with β ≤ 1 (typically 910).
Note there is no synchronization between the peers (except between pairs
of neighbors when positions need to be exchanged). This implies that nodes
can move upward or downward the tree at different speeds, and distinct
configurations can be obtained from the same initial tree. Figure 4.5 shows
a possible configuration obtained from the execution of the algorithm on the
tree in Figure 4.4 (the numbers indicate the bandwidth capacities of the
peers: large numbers correspond to high bandwidth).
Given the special role of the root node, it appears clearly that the peers
cannot move from one 1st-level subtree to another 1st-level subtree. Further,
within any subtree, a node in one branch may be farther from the root than
some other node with less bandwidth in another branch (see nodes 9 and 10
in Figure 4.5). As such, the resulting distribution tree may be sub-optimal
but performing further optimizations would necessitate non-local operations
and higher complexity.
If there is no bandwidth fluctuation, the tree will quickly reach a stable
configuration. In the worst case, a node located at depth d ≥ 1 (the root is
at depth 0) can initiate d − 1 exchanges. The actual number of exchanges
depends on both the initial configuration of the tree and the order in which
exchanges are performed.
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ration obtained from executing the
algorithm.
Note that this algorithm can also be used with architectures based on
parallel trees. Node exchanges are performed concurrently in each of the
trees. If one wishes to meet the robustness property that a peer should be
interior node of at most one tree, we lose some flexibility in the way the
trees can be organized: exchanges can only be performed if the robustness
property still holds after the operation (only interior nodes can be freely
exchanged). Although the resulting architecture provides better resilience to
failures, it will be sub-optimal in terms of bandwidth efficiency.
4.4 Evaluation
Simulation Setup. For evaluating the behavior of HeapTop in different
environments, we implemented a Java simulator that faithfully reproduces
the operations of the algorithm and evaluates its efficiency. The main cri-
terion considered is the average upload bandwidth capacity using the tree
generated by HeapTop, as compared with that of the initial randomly gener-
ated tree and of an optimal tree.
We have simulated three main classes of peers, chosen to match the ob-
servations we have made of real-world populations in an earlier study of
the BitTorrent protocol [25]. These classes represent effective connection
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throughputs frequently encountered in the Internet:
• F : fast nodes with 1024 Kbit/s upload bandwidth.
• M : medium-speed nodes with 512 Kbit/s upload bandwidth.
• S: slow nodes with 128 Kbit/s upload bandwidth.
As previously mentioned, the upload bandwidth is the limiting factor and
we do not explicitly take into account download capacities (peers of classes
M and S typically have asymmetric bandwidth).
Each peer has a given probability to fall in one of the considered classes.
Binary trees are constructed by iteratively adding each node at a valid posi-
tion, chosen by traversing the tree from the root until a leaf or a node with
a single child is encountered. We experimented with both unbalanced and
balanced trees. As the differences in the measurements were negligible, we
only show results for balanced trees and note that they are also valid for
unbalanced trees.
For comparison with an optimal configuration, a tree was constructed by
organizing the nodes from root to leaf in decreasing order of upload capacity.
Each result is the average of 50 executions.
Simulation Results. We have first evaluated the improvement factor of
HeapTop with different population sizes and various proportions of nodes
in each class. To that end, we have used the class distributions shown in
Table 4.1.
Class F Class M Class S
D1 90% 5% 5%
D2 60% 30% 10%
D3 50% 25% 25%
D4 30% 60% 10%
D5 25% 25% 50%
D6 5% 90% 5%
D7 5% 5% 90%
Table 4.1: Distributions of peer classes for the simulations.
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The improvement factor f is defined as the ratio of the average bandwidth
BHT of the tree generated by HeapTop to the average bandwidth BR of the
random initial tree: f = BHT/BR.
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Figure 4.6: Average improvement factor for different population sizes and
various class distributions.
Figure 4.6 shows that the improvement factor is significant, with HeapTop
being as much as 6 times more efficient than the initial tree. Further, it
increases with a logarithmic behavior as the number of nodes grows. This
can be explained by the analysis of Section 4.2, which showed that with a
single slow node located at height h, the performance of the whole network
degrades as a function of 2h. As the height of a binary tree composed of
n peers is proportional to log(n), the logarithmic shape of the improvement
factor is not surprising.
One can also observe that the difference between HeapTop and the initial
tree decreases when there are many slow peers, as there is less room for
optimization (some slow peers must end up as interior nodes).
Another desirable property of HeapTop is to maintain the average number
of exchanges per node as small as possible. As one can see in Figure 4.7, this
value mostly depends on the class distribution and is not higher than 1.2
exchanges per node. The size of the peer population, i.e., the tree depth, has
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Figure 4.7: Average number of exchanges per node for different population
sizes and various class distributions.
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Figure 4.8: Bandwidth capacity of the HeapTop tree vs. an optimal binary
tree for different population sizes and various class distributions.
little impact on that metric.
As discussed in Section 4.3, HeapTop does not generate optimal trees
because it only performs local reorganizations. Figure 4.8 shows that the
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Figure 4.9: Average improvement factor with two parallel trees for different
population sizes and various class distributions.
constructed trees are close to the optimum (more than 0.95 for most configu-
rations) and do not depend much on the size of the peer population. Taking
into account the simplicity and efficiency of the algorithm, this is clearly an
acceptable approximation of the optimal tree.
We also simulated HeapTop with an architecture based on two parallel
binary trees. As in SplitStream, we enforced each peer to be inner node of
at most one of the trees. After generating both trees, HeapTop was run on
the inner nodes of each tree. Figure 4.9 shows the improvement factor for
different population sizes and various class distributions. One can observe
that the gain is still significant (up to almost 400%). Further, the relative
performance of the class distributions is different than for a single tree be-
cause only interior nodes can be reorganized. Figure 4.10 shows the best
improvement factor observed during the simulations (up to 750%) and gives
a measure of the potential benefits of HeapTop for parallel trees.
Experimental Setup. To evaluate experimentally the effect of the Heap-
Top algorithm, we have developed a content distribution tool called crcp
(cooperative remote copy) that implements P2P replication of files to large
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Figure 4.10: Best case improvement factor for two parallel trees for different
population sizes and various class distributions.
populations of hosts. Each file is split in blocks that are sent independently.
The current version of crcp supports linear chain and tree architectures,
which are dynamically constructed by the source when initiating file replica-
tion.
Experimental Results. We have first evaluated our mechanisms in a local
area network (LAN), with 13 Linux computers connected to a switch, one of
them acting as the source and the rest as clients. Six of the client peers had
network cards configured at 10 Mb/s, the other 6 and the source at 100 Mb/s.
The file to distribute had a size of 564 MB. To demonstrate the efficiency
of the HeapTop algorithm the file was distributed on trees according to the
four configurations on Figure 4.11, where a slow node moves down the tree
to improve distribution efficiency.
The average reception times are shown in Figure 4.12. As expected, file
distribution becomes more efficient when the slow node is deep in the tree.
This confirms that the HeapTop algorithm achieves better performance for
file distribution than a fixed tree construction by moving slow nodes far from
the source.
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Figure 4.12: Average reception times with a slow node at different positions.
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We have then performed large-scale experiments with crcp on 25 hosts of
the PlanetLab infrastructure and compared the performance of initial ran-
dom trees and the trees obtained using the HeapTop algorithm. Although we
observed some variance in the experiments, due to load fluctuations in the
network and at the nodes, HeapTop produced trees that were systematically
faster than the initial configurations, with an average improvement factor of
1.55 and peaks of over 1.70 which corresponds to the simulation results for
25 nodes shown in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.13: Reception times of the peers for the initial random binary tree.
A careful look at the reception times of each of the nodes helps us to
understand the reason for this improvement. Figures 4.13 and 4.14 show the
performance of individual peers, sorted by reception times, when sending a
29 MB file to 22 hosts, for the initial and HeapTop trees respectively. We
can observe that, in the former case, low-bandwidth peers slow down their
descendant, which produces clear steps in the figure. Such bottlenecks do
not appear in the latter case, as many of the peers can download the file
with no speed limitations besides their own bandwidth. Further study would
be necessary to observe how HeapTop dynamically adapts to the bandwidth
fluctuations and unpredictability of the Internet, and how it could be ex-
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Figure 4.14: Reception times of the peers for the HeapTop binary tree.
tended to explicitly deal with failures.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have studied the limitation of classical tree-based archi-
tectures when peers have different bandwidth capacities. We have proposed
simple and efficient algorithms to dynamically reorganize the peers so as to
optimize distribution efficiency. These mechanisms are adaptive, decentral-
ized, and only perform local reorganizations; as such, they follow the P2P
design philosophy and are extremely scalable. We have extensively studied
their effectiveness by the means of simulations and experimentations and we
have observed significant efficiency gains (up to more than 600%) depending
on the number of peers and their respective bandwidth. These results demon-
strate the importance of explicitly taking into account bandwidth limitations
and fluctuations in P2P content distribution architectures, in order to avoid
wasting the most essential resources of the network—the service capacity of
the peers.
The presented algorithms do not explicitly take into account the problem
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of peer failures. If the system is constructed of a high number of unstable
peers then the algorithms may not be very efficient as it takes some time for
peers to propagate through the tree.
The following chapter will handle the problem of failing peers and propose
a mechanism to stabilize a P2P system by rewarding participating peers by
more reliability.
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Chapter 5
Tit-for-tat Revisited: Trading
Bandwidth for Reliability in
P2P Media Streaming
5.1 Introduction
The architectures and algorithms presented in Chapters 3 and 4 only work in
environments where peers are ready to service other peers with their upload
bandwidth and do not fail.
In real networks peers are under the control of randomly acting users and
typically consist of low-end hardware, so failures are expected to occur often.
Therefore, P2P architectures must be able to withstand a significant number
of ungraceful failures and recover with no interruption of the time-sensitive
stream. Peers that do not contribute to the system can also cause significant
degradation of the streaming quality and must be handled by P2P systems.
Parts of this chapter have been published in: M. Schiely and P. Felber. CrossFlux:
An Architecture for Peer-to-Peer Media Streaming. In R. Baldoni, G. Cortese, F. Davide,
A. Melpignano (Eds.): Global Data Management, Volume 8, Emerging Communication:
Studies on New Technologies and Practices in Communication, pp. 342-358, IOSPress,
2006 and in M. Schiely and P. Felber. Tit-for-tat revisited: Trading bandwidth for relia-
bility in p2p media streaming. In Multiagent and Grid Systems, Volume 5, Number 2, pp.
197-215, 2009.
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In BitTorrent [17], contribution is enforced by a data-based tit-for-tat mech-
anism. A peer p only sends chunks to peer q if in return it also receives data
from q, except for the startup phase to bootstrap the system. This kind of
tit-for-tat is not well adapted to media streaming, as it introduces additional
delays and may not be feasible as in media streaming chunks are distributed
sequentially in time-order. A peer q that receives chunks from peer p may
never have useful chunks for p as it is streaming content that p already dis-
played. Therefore our architecture, CrossFlux, integrates a new approach
for tit-for-tat that implements fairness by essentially trading bandwidth for
reliability.
In CrossFlux the initial stream is split into multiple stripes, which
are distributed across a communication graph interconnecting the peers—
actually a forest of overlapping trees, as there is a single source. The tit-for-
tat approach uses a link between two peers p and q in two different ways: (1)
under normal operation, the link is used to transmit a single stripe si from
p to q; (2) in case of a failure of a peer on the path from the source to p for
stripe si, it can also be used in the reverse direction to send other stripes
(different from si) from q to p (backup link). This mechanism guarantees path
redundancy between the source and any peer, and it rewards the peers with
a high outdegree (big contributors) by providing them increased reliability
(more backup links).
For further enhancing the streaming quality, the construction process of
the distribution topology places nodes in branches that are less loaded. The
adaptive algorithm of Chapter 4 is later used to better distribute the load
among the peers and to give sufficient bandwidth to each of them. Dynamic
reorganization is performed locally by the nodes in order to enhance the
topology: nodes that have higher bandwidth capacities are moved closer to
the source by pairwise exchanges with lower capacity nodes.
The evaluation of CrossFlux shows that recovery of node failures is fast
due to the backup links, efficiency is increased with the help of self-adaptive
techniques, and the load is well distributed among the peers.
A number of approaches have been proposed to deal with the stringent
requirements of media streaming (see Chapter 2). Most of them do, how-
ever, suffer from some drawbacks: (1) the architecture is rigid and does not
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adapt well to the dynamics of the network; (2) recovery from peer failures
is not very fast; or (3) the system is not well adapted to heterogeneity in
node bandwidth. CrossFlux uses several novel techniques to address these
issues.
This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 5.2 the CrossFlux ar-
chitecture and its overlay management and content distribution algorithms
are described. Then, Section 5.3 presents results from simulations and ex-
perimental evaluation on the PlanetLab [39] testbed. Finally, Section 5.4
summarizes the chapter.
5.2 The CrossFlux Architecture
A new approach to fairness in P2P media streaming has been elaborated and
implemented in a media streaming system, named CrossFlux. Further,
properties of performance, robustness, scalability, and self-adaptability have
been incorporated from the ground up in the design of the architecture.
These properties are not only considered during the construction phase of the
overlay, but are also dynamically adjusted while content is being streamed.
5.2.1 Design Guidelines
The most important guidelines that have driven the design of CrossFlux
are briefly discussed below.
Fairness. As P2P systems live from cooperation, it is important to address
the problem of selfish peers that do not contribute their bandwidth to the
system. So-called freeriders [1] have to be penalized to force them to serve
other nodes. Without any central instance that controls data flows in the
system, the peers must have the ability to penalize peers that are unfair.
Ideally, each peer should only get as much as it contributes (direct tit-for-tat),
but this objective is not compatible with the uniform bandwidth requirement
of media streaming. Yet, a peer that contributes much upload bandwidth
should get more advantages than a node that does not contribute at all. In
CrossFlux a node that provides much upload bandwidth to the system
should get more backup links than a node that does not upload anything.
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Further, a contributing node should be moved closer to the source, which
would reduce the latency between the data provider and the node.
Decentralization. Architectures that are fully decentralized have the great-
est potential for scalability and reliability, but they have to face additional
complexity in their topology management protocols. Missing global knowl-
edge may lead to slightly sub-optimal performance (as has been seen for
instance in [51]) but this is a small price to pay for having a scalable system.
Further, as each peer has the same role, peer failures are not as critical as
the failure of a centralized component or a super peer in a hybrid model. In
environments with high churn, where many nodes join and leave the system,
this property is essential. In CrossFlux the only peer with a special role
is the streaming source. If the source fails, no more content is produced and
distributed and thus the system stops.
Robustness. The robustness of P2P networks can be increased in two
ways: by using either data redundancy or path redundancy. The most widely
used techniques for data redundancy are forward error correction (FEC),
layered coding and multiple description coding (MDC). Redundancy in data
alone does not help if a peer has only one neighbor serving the data. A
better strategy is to have multiple neighbors that serve different parts of the
stream in parallel such that, if a subset of the neighbors fail, the remaining
peers can still serve the data needed to play the stream. Most existing P2P
media streaming systems provide such support for path diversity, e.g., using
redundant distribution trees or mesh-based topologies. CrossFlux must be
able to combine both data and path redundancy for increased reliability.
Adaptiveness. The service capacity of the system consists of the aggregate
upload bandwidth of all participating nodes. As this bandwidth is a scarce
resource, its usage must be optimized. In the optimal case, each peer can
obtain a service capacity equal to the aggregate bandwidth divided by the
number of nodes. In [48], different architectures that try to achieve opti-
mal usage of the upload bandwidth have been analyzed. In CrossFlux the
topology must be constructed in such a way that each peer has enough par-
ents to receive the full stream and as many children as allowed by its upload
bandwidth. The use of the HeapTop algorithm [51] for local optimizations
allows CrossFlux to automatically adapt to bandwidth fluctuations.
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5.2.2 Distribution Overlay
First, properties of the distribution overlay in CrossFlux are described,
before it is shown how new peers join the system.
The architecture is presented for a single streaming source with only one
live media stream. The overlay can be trivially extended to support multiple
sources and streams (one distribution overlay is constructed per stream and
per source).
In CrossFlux, content is considered as a sequence of chunks that are
separated into m groups (stripes) and sent through m distinct spanning trees.
The separation of the original file into stripes is performed by the source,
which can optionally generate additional stripes for error correction. In its
simplest form, the source can construct a “universal backup stripe” as an
xor of all stripes. Subsequently, the loss of any stripe can be compensated
by xor -ing all stripes but the missing one with this universal backup stripe.
Of course, more sophisticated network coding techniques can be used. Error
correction is orthogonal to the content distribution problem and the decision
to encode redundant information in the stripes is left to the source: with
that respect, the CrossFlux architecture is content agnostic. Obviously,
source-driven data redundancy can be combined with CrossFlux’ path re-
dundancy to further increase end-to-end reliability.
Instead of using a single distribution tree, CrossFlux uses multiple trees
(one per stripe) to cope with the inherent unreliability of peers. There are
two types of links that can be distinguished: (1) primary links are used as
active connections to send the content across the overlay; and (2) secondary
or backup links are used to quickly route around the failure of a primary
link. When a node fails, its children only need to switch to a backup link
that can provide the missing stripe while the primary link is being repaired.
This strategy prevents searching backup peers in the case of a failure and
allows minimizing the recovery time.
Links can be used in both directions: a primary link responsible for serv-
ing a stripe si from peer p to peer q is used as a backup link (secondary
link) for other stripes sj 6= si in the opposite direction from q to p in the
case of a failure of a peer on the path from the source to peer p for stripe si.
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Constructing the communication graph in this way provides incentives for
contributing to content distribution, as peers get as many backup links as
they are serving other peers. A selfish peer that does not serve any other peer
has no backup link and is more adversely affected by a failure. Cooperation
upon failure is ensured using a simple tit-for-tat mechanism: if backup peer
q refuses to serve stripe sj to p, then p stops serving si to q. Peers that do
not have sufficient bandwidth to obtain enough secondary connections and
guarantee a certain level of robustness can create bi-directional backup links
with each others (again, reciprocity is the incentive).
Not all primary links are also valid backup links. A backup link is only
valid for a given stripe si if it allows a peer p to tolerate the failure of its
parent in the distribution tree of si, i.e., the peer that serves si to p. For
being a valid backup, a link must satisfy the following property:
Path Diversity Property A link from p to q for stripe si is a valid backup
link from q to p for another stripe sj 6= si iff p’s parent for sj is not an an-
cestor of q in the distribution tree of sj.
s1
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p t
src src
Figure 5.1: Example in which the path diversity property for the link from
p to q is not satisfied; before (left) and after failure of r (right).
In Figure 5.1, an example of a forest constructed on 6 nodes and 2 stripes
is shown. The solid arrows show the distribution tree for stripe s0, the dashed
ones for s1. The path diversity property is not satisfied for the link from peer
p to q because a failure of p’s parent for s0 (r) also affects q and prevents it
from serving s0 to p in backup mode.
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Figure 5.2: Example of content distribution in normal mode (left) and backup
mode after failure of node r (right).
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Figure 5.4: Example of content distribution
in normal mode (left) and backup mode after
failure of node 1 (right).
In Figure 5.2 the link from p to q satisfies the path diversity property for
stripe s0 because the path from the source to q does not traverse p’s parent
for s0 (r). In other words, the failure of r will not prevent q from receiving
s0 because q is not part of the distribution subtree for s0 rooted at r. Thus
q can serve s0 to p in backup mode. The affected nodes p and t use one of
their primary links to receive the missing stripe from q.
Consider Figure 5.3. Peer p serves stripe si to q. In the reverse direction,
the link from q to p is a valid backup for stripe sj because the path from
the source to q does not traverse p’s parent for sj (r). In other words, the
failure of r will not prevent q from receiving sj because q is not part of the
distribution subtree for sj rooted at r.
Figure 5.4 shows another example of a forest constructed on 9 nodes and
2 stripes for both normal mode and backup mode after failure of node 1. The
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solid arrows show the distribution tree for stripe s0, the dashed ones for s1.
In backup mode the affected nodes 3, 4 and 6 use one of their primary links
for stripe si as backup for stripe sj 6= si.
The path diversity property implies that the source needs to serve each
stripe to at least two distinct peers, otherwise the grandchildren of the source
would not have valid backup links. This requirement is not a major issue be-
cause a source typically has enough bandwidth to serve the whole streaming
content multiple times in parallel.
The algorithms for joining the system and optimizing the distribution
trees guarantee that the path diversity property is always met on a link for
at least some of the stripes. This is achieved by a mandatory validation of
the property before any link can be established between two peers.
To increase the degree of distribution trees and thus to avoid them to
degenerate to linear chains (which would suffer from high latency) the same
stripe should be transmitted along multiple connections. Thus a peer should
actively transmit a small number of stripes on its outgoing primary connec-
tions. On the other hand, transmitting only one stripe along all outgoing pri-
mary connections, as in SplitStream [8], implies that no incoming secondary
link can be used as a backup for that stripe (lower reliability). Therefore, a
good compromise is for a peer to forward at least two stripes and at most
up/2 stripes to its direct neighbors, where up is the upload capacity of peer
p in terms of stripes. Further if a peer accepts a child for stripe si it should
reserve at least one upload slot for the same stripe and a different child.
If a peer p has already a high number of backup links for all stripes, it
can still benefit from accepting more children even though its robustness is
already very high. The more peers p serves the higher is the probability that
a high-bandwidth node is in its children set (i.e., backup set). In the case of
a failure, p can select the best backup node among all children it serves.
5.2.3 Joining the System
It is assumed that each peer can estimate initially its upstream bandwidth.
This value can be set by the user (e.g., by specifying a cap on the band-
width that the application is allowed to use) or discovered at runtime by
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the application (e.g., by sending probe packets or using passive measurement
techniques). Peers also keep track of the list of nodes on the path from the
source. As the structure of the distribution trees may change due to fail-
ures or reorganizations, in each message the sequence of traversed nodes is
embedded so that path information can be updated.
The following heuristics are used to find a “good” location where to con-
nect a new peer to: (1) Distribution trees should be balanced, i.e., the paths
from the source to the leafs of the trees should have approximately the same
length. (2) Peers should preferably join healthy branches with much spare
capacity rather than branches with limited growth potential. (3) A new-
comer should try to connect to interior nodes first, if they have sufficient
spare capacity, in order to maximize their utility and limit the depth of the
trees.
The first criteria implies some fairness or randomness in the selection of
the subtrees where to connect new nodes. The second criteria avoids directing
newcomers toward branches that have limited service capacity, e.g., because
they only contain peers with low bandwidth. The third criteria favors nodes
high in the tree, given that they still have sufficient service capacity.
For each stripe si, each peer p maintains a “healthiness” value hp(si),
which it periodically transmits to its parents in the distribution tree of si.
Healthiness represents above mentioned heuristics and is computed as the
average of p’s healthiness and the mean of its children’s healthiness in the
distribution tree of si. For a leave, the healthiness is equal to the number of
new children it can accept for si, i.e., its spare capacity. The healthiness of
the nodes evolves over time as a result of peers joining and leaving, as well
as reorganization of the distribution trees.
Formally:
hp(si) =

1
2
(
fp(si) +
1
|Cp(si)|
∑
c∈Cp(si) hc(si)
)
: |Cp(si)| > 0
fp(si) : |Cp(si)| = 0
(5.1)
where fp(si) is the number of new children that p can accept for stripe
si and Cp(si) is the set of children of p for stripe si. One can note that the
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free capacity of p has more weight than that of its children. This allows us
to favor new connections to nodes high in the trees. Note that a peer may
return 0 for fp(si) if it still has enough upstream capacity but is already
interior node of several distribution trees other than si.
A new peer starts to join the system at the source. It can obtain infor-
mation about the source, for instance, from a Web page (e.g., IP address,
stream rate). To join a distribution tree, a peer q issues a join request JRQ
for each stripe to the source. Join requests traverse the distribution trees
using biased random walks (which have only a fraction of the overhead of a
broadcast). A join request JRQ for stripe si is propagated along the distri-
bution tree of si as follows. If the current node p can accept q as a child for
si, it sends a message (CAN) to q together with its healthiness hp and the
path from the root to p to inform it that p is able to (can) accept q as a new
child. Then, if p has children in si, it forwards the join request to a child
chosen at random according to a biased distribution in which the probability
of choosing a child is proportional to its healthiness. These messages traverse
the associated distribution trees until “enough” potential parents for q are
found (trade-off between waiting time and quality of parent position).
During such a random walk, joining node q typically receives several CAN
replies. It then selects among the replies the node p closest to the root and,
upon tie, the node with the highest healthiness, under the condition that
the path diversity property is satisfied for the connection from p to q. Note
that the property can be verified using the path information embedded in
the CAN message. The join procedure finishes when the new node starts
receiving chunks from its parent. If q receives no valid replies, it issues
another join request that will likely follow a different path in the distribution
tree. Note that q can also request multiple random walks to be conducted in
parallel to quickly gather more candidates.
The behavior of the source differs from other peers in that it always tries
to have the same number of children for each stripe. The source accepts a
new child for stripe si if it has sufficient bandwidth and no other stripe has
less children than are currently registered for si.
The source serves directly the first few peers in parallel, during the boot-
strap phase. Thereafter, new peers will connect deeper in the distribution
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Algorithm 2 Reception of JRQ(si, j) at peer p for stripe si and new peer j
if fp(si) ≥ 1 and j 6∈ Cp then
send CAN(p, hp(si), source→ p) to j
end if
if Cp 6= ∅ then
c← biased random node from Cp
send JRQ(si, j) to c
end if
trees. This unfairness between early and late joiners is compensated over
time by the HeapTop algorithm that continuously optimizes the distribution
tree and changes the position of the nodes.
A new peer always connects to the distribution trees as a leaf. Therefore,
it has no children and no backup links initially. This conscious design deci-
sion is motivated by the fact that, in typical P2P systems, many peers remain
connected a very short amount of time: the longer a peer has been online, the
higher the probability that it remains connected [21], [46]. Therefore, depar-
tures among the volatile population of newcomers will have limited impact.
As peers remain in the system, they will accept children and consequently
acquire backup links. They may also move upward the tree if they have
good service capacity. This approach acts as an incentive for peers to remain
connected for long periods of time and contribute well to the system.
Note that the heuristics used to meet these criteria will not produce
optimal distribution trees. The dynamic reorganization of the nodes in the
trees has been precisely designed to improve the efficiency of the trees after
their construction.
5.2.4 Content Distribution
The chunks of each stripe are forward along the associated distribution trees
in a straightforward manner: each inner node of a distribution tree forwards
incoming chunks to all of its children in that tree. We assume that the links
between nodes are reliable (we use TCP in our implementation).
Peers buffer the chunks for some time, so that they can transmit them
to their neighbors over secondary links in case of a failure. To dispose of
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buffered chunks, each peer regularly sends a notification to its backup neigh-
bors indicating the last chunk it has received for each relevant stripe. This
mechanism allows secondary sources to dispose of the chunks that they buffer
for retransmission purposes. If the buffers of a peer are full, it may delete the
chunks in its retransmission buffers even if the peers downstream secondary
links have not yet acknowledged their reception.
5.2.5 Departures and Failures
Upon a node failure, its children in each stripe must find a new parent.
This operation must be very fast to guarantee smooth playback of the media
stream. CrossFlux relies on the backup links for quick failover: affected
children ask their backup sources to send missing chunks. Failures can be
detected by children when a network connection is closed or times out.
By ensuring that each contributing node has at least one valid secondary
link for each stripe, the system can be quickly reconfigured after a failure
while providing good load balancing: the children of a failed node will re-
quest the missing stripes from distinct peers with high probability. Obviously,
backup sources must have spare bandwidth to send the missing stripes, even
with degraded performance, until the primary link is restored. Typically,
peers keep some free bandwidth for dealing with failures, i.e., they underes-
timate their spare capacity when computing their healthiness. The amount
of spare bandwidth can be reduced over time as the probability of a parent
failure decreases [21], [46]. The number of parents for a node p is equal to
the number of stripes m and corresponds to the maximal number of nodes p
has to serve as a backup. This also limits the additional bandwidth used for
serving as a backup, in the case of a failure.
After promoting a secondary link to primary, the peers affected by the
failure execute the join protocol to find a new parent and revert the status
of the secondary link.
5.2.6 Overlay Optimization
When optimizing effective throughput, one needs to take into account the dy-
namism of the underlying network and the bandwidth heterogeneity. To that
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end, HeapTop [51] is used in CrossFlux to dynamically move fast nodes
upward the trees toward the root. For scalability reasons, reorganization of
the tree should affect as few nodes as possible. Exchanging the position of a
node with its parent is a local operation that can be easily implemented be-
cause both nodes are directly connected with each other and they essentially
have to exchange their respective neighbors.
Each node continuously executes the HeapTop algorithm. Peer p pe-
riodically compares its bandwidth capacity with that of its parent. If p’s
bandwidth is notably higher than its parent’s bandwidth, then they switch
positions, i.e., they exchange their parents and children, under the condi-
tion that the diversity property is still satisfied. The algorithm preserves
the structure of the initial tree (even if it is not balanced), but the position
of the nodes evolves over time. For avoiding pairwise exchanges resulting
from short bandwidth fluctuations, the estimations are based on a weighted
moving average.
Given the special role of the source node, it appears clearly that the
peers cannot move from one 1st-level subtree to another 1st-level subtree. As
such, the resulting distribution tree may be slightly sub-optimal but perform-
ing further optimizations would necessitate non-local operations and higher
complexity.
If there is no bandwidth fluctuation, the tree will quickly reach a stable
configuration. In the worst case, a node located at depth d ≥ 1 (the root is
at depth 0) can initiate d − 1 exchanges. The actual number of exchanges
depends on both the initial configuration of the tree and the order in which
exchanges are performed.
Several important considerations must be taken into account when using
HeapTop to optimize the distribution trees in CrossFlux. First, the Heap-
Top algorithm is run independently in the distribution trees of each stripe.
Second, leaf nodes are not exchanged with inner nodes if the former is al-
ready inner node of several other trees (typically 2, as previously discussed).
Finally, before performing any pairwise exchange, it is verified that the path
diversity property will be preserved in the new configuration.
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5.3 Evaluation
A prototype of CrossFlux has been developed in Java (see Appendix A).
The implementation has been designed in such a way that it can be deployed
in simulated settings, in controlled environments such as clusters, and in
large-scale networks.
Most of the experiments were carried out in a simulator, which allowed us
to observe the behavior of the system with large client populations without
the need of a critical mass of users. Several experiments have been performed
in distributed settings using the Modelnet [55] network simulator and finally
the evaluation has been completed using PlanetLab. Some results of this
evaluation are discussed in this section.
5.3.1 Simulations
Experimental Setup. Three main classes of peers have been simulated
(Fast F : 1024 Kbit/s, Medium M : 512 Kbit/s, Slow S: 128 Kbit/s), chosen
to match the observations that have been made of real-world populations
in an earlier study of the BitTorrent protocol [25]. Simulated population
sizes range from 500 to 4, 000 peers. As the upload bandwidth is usually
the limiting factor, download capacities are not explicitly taken into account
(peers of classes M and S typically have asymmetric bandwidth). Each
simulated peer’s class was chosen randomly according to the 6 distributions
D1, . . . , D6 shown in Table 5.1.
Class F Class M Class S
D1 90% 5% 5%
D2 60% 30% 10%
D3 50% 25% 25%
D4 30% 60% 10%
D5 25% 25% 50%
D6 5% 90% 5%
Table 5.1: Distributions of peer classes for evaluation.
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Dynamic Adaptation of the Overlay. First the dynamic optimization
of the overlay using the HeapTop algorithm has been studied. The main
criterion considered is the average upload bandwidth capacity using the tree
adapted by HeapTop, as compared with that of an initial randomly generated
tree. For every considered distribution, binary trees were constructed by
iteratively adding each node at a valid position, chosen by traversing the
tree from the root until a leaf or a node with a single child is encountered.
This join procedure is much simpler than in CrossFlux but makes it easier
to observe the effect of HeapTop in isolation. Both balanced and unbalanced
trees have been experimented with. As the differences between both settings
were negligible, only results for balanced trees are shown and it is noted that
they are also valid for unbalanced trees.
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Figure 5.5: Average improvement factor with two stripes for different popu-
lation sizes and various class distributions.
The improvement factor of HeapTop has been evaluated with different
population sizes for each node distribution. HeapTop has been simulated
by running it separately on two stripes, as implemented in CrossFlux.
Figure 5.5 shows the improvement factor f , defined as the ratio of the average
bandwidth BHT of the tree generated by HeapTop to the average bandwidth
BR of the random initial tree: f = BHT/BR.
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One can observe that the gain is significant (up to 350%). The best
improvement factor observed during simulations was 750%, which gives a
measure of the potential benefits of dynamic overlay optimizations in Cross-
Flux.
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Figure 5.6: Impact of failures on the average download capacity for a popu-
lation of 2, 000 nodes with distribution D4.
Failure Recovery. The ability of CrossFlux to recover from node fail-
ures has been tested on a population of 2, 000 nodes with upload bandwidths
matching the distribution D4 which best reflects real-world scenarios. In a
first phase of the simulation, all the nodes were added to the system and
the simulation was run for some time without activating HeapTop to stabi-
lize the system. Then simultaneously a fraction of nodes chosen randomly
was shut down, and HeapTop was activated to improve recovery effective-
ness. The failures were detected without delay for not depending on timeout
parameters.
Figure 5.6 shows the average download capacity as a function of the sim-
ulation time (discrete steps). The failure occurred at time t and recovery
directly began by switching to backup links. It can be observed that the
impact of the failures on the download capacity is very moderate. The subse-
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quent improvement, with the download capacity reaching above its previous
value, are due to HeapTop.
Download Performance. CrossFlux’s scalability and performance has
been studied by simulating a content distribution network with a single
source, 4 stripes, and a streaming rate set to 320 Kbit/s. The simulation
was started with only the source, and then iteratively nodes were added
using the join algorithm. The upload capacity of each node was chosen ran-
domly according to distributions and classes introduced in Table 5.1. The
maximal number of children of a node was determined based on its upload
capacity. When all the nodes completed the join procedure for all stripes, the
available download capacity of each node (higher than the actual streaming
rate) was computed. The experiments were done (1) with HeapTop disabled
(Figures 5.7 and 5.8) and (2) with HeapTop activated (Figures 5.9 and 5.10).
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Figure 5.7: Average download capacity as a function of the number of peers
(without HeapTop).
As can be seen in Figure 5.7, the system scales well with the node pop-
ulation for all distributions: the download capacity does not degrade when
adding new peers and is consistently above 320 Kbit/s even for distribu-
tions with a high fraction of slow and medium-speed nodes. It can even be
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observed that the average download capacity increases with the node popula-
tion for distributions with many fast nodes (e.g., distribution D1). This can
be explained by the fact that slow nodes can more significantly impact the
performance of small networks, because the restrictions imposed by the path
diversity property sometimes enforce placing slow nodes in the interior of
the distribution trees. This problem becomes less relevant in large networks
where more positions are available for placing nodes.
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Figure 5.8: Average download capacity compared to the optimal service ca-
pacity (without HeapTop).
Figure 5.8 compares the effective download capacity obtained withCross-
Flux to the optimal service capacity, i.e., the ratio of the aggregate upload
bandwidth of the network to the number of nodes. As one can see, Cross-
Flux utilizes between 60% and 95% of the available bandwidth depending
on the distribution. In Figures 5.9 and 5.10 it can be seen that HeapTop
significantly increases the average download capacity for all distributions, as
expected from the simulation results of HeapTop.
Path Lengths. In addition to being bandwidth-efficient, a good distribu-
tion tree should also balance well the load on all the nodes. This is generally
the case for balanced trees, as all nodes have approximately the same number
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Figure 5.9: Average download capacity as a function of the number of peers
(with HeapTop).
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Figure 5.10: Average download capacity compared to the optimal service
capacity (with HeapTop).
of children and all leaves the same depth. Obviously, the heterogeneity of the
node capacities does not allow maintaining balanced trees. To evaluate the
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quality of the distribution trees obtained with CrossFlux, the lengths of
the paths from the root have been evaluated for populations of 2, 000 nodes.
Distributions D1 and D6 were used, as they are the two most homogeneous
distributions and are expected to produce reasonably balanced trees. The
node degree of other distributions is too uneven to draw meaningful conclu-
sions. The maximum path length over all nodes and all stripes has been
computed, as well as the maximum over all nodes of the average path length,
computed as the mean over all stripes (denoted by max-average). For com-
parison, the maximal path length of a balanced tree with a constant node
degree d and n nodes is in O(logd n).
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Figure 5.11: Maximal and max-average path lengths compared to the theo-
retical maximal path length.
Figure 5.11 shows the maximal and max-average path length for both
distributions, as well as the asymptotic depth of a balanced tree with a
degree equal to the average number of children of the interior nodes of the
distribution trees produced by CrossFlux (11.15 and 6.05). It can be
observed that paths remain reasonably short, which indicates good structure
balancing. The growth of the path length follow a logarithmic curve, within
a factor of 2−4 from the theoretical optimum. The reason for this difference
is that the degree of CrossFlux trees varies significantly from node to node
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depending on their capacity, which makes the comparison unfair.
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Figure 5.12: Cumulative distribution function of the number of served chil-
dren.
To further evaluate how effective the join procedure is at producing a
balanced tree, the number of stripes served by each node has been compared.
Figure 5.12 shows the cumulative distribution function of the number of
children that are served by a node for the different distributions of Table 5.1.
As one can see, the load in CrossFlux is quite balanced. Independently of
the distribution, only a small portion of the nodes (at most 20%) serve more
than 6 children, although in the setup the fast nodes have the capacity to
serve 12 children. This indicates that the nodes with less capacity also have
to contribute.
Node Stress. Node stress is defined as the number of management pack-
ets a node receives in a time unit. The main overhead is due to (1) the join
procedure during which join requests are issued and forwarded and (2) the
reporting mechanism used by children to send their healthiness value to their
parents. In CrossFlux, random walks are used instead of broadcasts dur-
ing the join to reduce the number of messages. Figure 5.13 shows the average
node stress for distribution D4 for different population sizes. At simulation
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Figure 5.13: Node stress for different population sizes and distribution D4.
time 280 a fraction (10% of the population size) failed. As one can see,
the average number of management packets increases during the join proce-
dure and quickly stabilizes afterwards to the amount of healthiness reporting
messages. During failure recovery the average node stress contains peaks but
remains within 25% of its previous value. The average node stress is the
same for all three population sizes, thus highlighting the low overhead of the
random walks.
5.3.2 Modelnet Simulations
Experimental Setup. Modelnet is a network simulator that emulates a
virtual network on top of a set of machines (typically a cluster). The soft-
ware to be evaluated is deployed on multiple virtual hosts residing on each
machine. The traffic generated by these virtual hosts is routed through the
simulator, which mimics the behavior of the modeled links (delay, through-
put, loss) and forwards it to the destination.
Modelnet [55] was used to evaluate CrossFlux on a small testbed. In
Modelnet, each end-to-end link in the topology can be assigned different
values for bandwidth, latency, and loss rate. For this purpose, the Inet
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generator [28] was used to generate a random transit-stub topology of 4, 000
nodes with 50 CrossFlux clients spread across 19 stubs. The bandwidth of
each link was chosen randomly in the range from 512 Kbit/s to 1024 Kbit/s.
The number of stripes that a node could serve was determined according to
its connection speed. A single streaming source has been set up to serve an
endless stream, which was split into chunks of 40 Kbit and distributed using
8 stripes. The streaming rate was fixed to 320 Kbit/s, thus each peer should
receive at least 8 chunks per second.
Dynamic Adaptation of the Overlay. As the structure of the distri-
bution trees obtained with CrossFlux depends on many parameters that
cannot be easily controlled (including random factors), we have studied the
behavior of HeapTop using simulations that faithfully reproduce the opera-
tions of the algorithm and evaluate its efficiency.
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Figure 5.14: Average improvement factor with two parallel trees for different
population sizes and various class distributions.
We simulated HeapTop by running it on the inner nodes of each stripe,
as happens in CrossFlux. In other words, a leaf in the initial tree is
never promoted to inner node. Figure 5.14 shows the improvement factor for
different population sizes and various class distributions.
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Figure 5.15: Best case improvement factor for two parallel trees for different
population sizes and various class distributions.
One can observe that the gain is significant (up to almost 400%). Fig-
ure 5.15 shows the best improvement factor observed during the simulations
(up to 750%) and gives a measure of the potential benefits of HeapTop for
CrossFlux.
In the implementation of CrossFlux, a buffer was used where received
chunks are stored until they have been read for playback. The average size
of this buffer gives an estimate of the download rate of the peer: if the buffer
becomes empty, then the peer does not receive the content at a sufficient
rate.
Figure 5.16 shows the cumulative distribution function of the fraction of
nodes with a given percentage of free receive buffer space. As one can see,
there is much less free buffer when HeapTop is used than without. With
HeapTop activated, 90% of the nodes can fill their buffer up to 80% of the
available space. When HeapTop is disabled, only 50% can fill their buffer up
to 80%. This indicates that fast nodes are effectively moved toward the root
and chunks are flowing faster from the root to the leaves.
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Figure 5.16: Cumulative distribution function of the free receive buffer space.
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5.3.3 Load Balancing
To evaluate the load balancing and fairness properties of the join procedure,
we compared the number of stripes served by each node. To that end, we
added all 50 nodes sequentially, with one new host joining every 5 seconds.
Figure 5.17 shows the cumulative distribution function of the average used
capacities after all nodes have joined. As one can see, the trees in Cross-
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Flux are well balanced. About 50% of all nodes have no spare capacity and
very few are almost idle, indicating that the capacity of the system is well
used.
Failure Recovery. A key requirement of P2P media streaming is fast re-
covery from failures. CrossFlux deals with that problem using backup
links. In this experiment, we compared the recovery time when switching
over to backup links and when rejoining from the source. We terminated a
node and observed the traffic at one of its children. The failure of the node
was immediately discovered by the children upon socket disconnection, so
that there is no noticeable delay in fault detection.
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Figure 5.18: Comparison of Recovery Time with Backup Links and without.
Figure 5.18 shows the number of stripes received as a function of time
for a node that must recover from its parent’s failure. We observe that,
when using backup links, the interruption is almost unnoticeable while it
takes approximately 30 seconds to rejoin from the source. Note that, in both
cases, the missing chunks were buffered and delivered after recovery.
5.3.4 PlanetLab
CrossFlux was deployed on 136 randomly chosen nodes of the PlanetLab
test-bed [39]. The source was started on one of the nodes and the others
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subsequently executed the join procedure. In PlanetLab the resources of
each machine are shared between many concurrent users and nodes may fail
due to temporary overload or maintenance at random. In Figure 5.19 the
download rate over time for a sample node is shown. One can observe that
the node does indeed receive content at a constant speed. The node was
affected by a parent failure at time 320. There are small spikes during the
recovery procedure, but the overall reception rate has not been affected by
the failure.
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Figure 5.19: Download rate for a PlanetLab node with a parent failure at
time 320.
5.4 Summary
In this chapter, the design of CrossFlux, a peer-to-peer architecture specif-
ically designed to satisfy the stringent requirements of media streaming, has
been presented. For distributing a stream from a single source to a large pop-
ulation of clients, the content is split into multiple stripes that are distributed
over different trees. Instead of a classical tit-for-tat strategy based on the
upstream and downstream throughputs, altruistic peers that serve others
are rewarded by additional robustness, as each connection can be used as
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a backup link in the reverse direction. This structural tit-for-tat is more
adapted to media streaming, because streaming content must be delivered
at a uniform rate.
CrossFlux dynamically modifies the structure of the trees to adapt to
bandwidth fluctuations and to optimize the efficiency of content distribu-
tion. Stable nodes with high bandwidth capacities are moved upward the
trees toward the root where they are most useful. The evaluation shows
that CrossFlux produces balanced and efficient distribution trees and can
quickly recover from failures.
The tree structure used in CrossFlux provides little flexibility for peers
to choose a parent peer at tree-construction time. After having joined the
tree, a peer can adapt its position according to its upload bandwidth. The
adaption is only based on comparisons with its direct neighbors. A more
flexible structure based on mesh-based P2P architectures is analyzed in the
next chapter. It will be shown that the analytical results and the algorithms
obtained for trees can also largely be applied to mesh-based architectures.
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Chapter 6
Tree-based Analysis of Mesh
Overlays for Peer-to-Peer
Streaming
6.1 Introduction
Additional to tree-based architectures like those presented in Chapter 3 mesh-
based architectures which are less restrictive on connection construction al-
gorithms exist as well.
The tree-based approach explicitly places peers in a single tree or multi-
ple multicast trees, where they receive the stream from their parent(s) and
forward it to their children. In the mesh-based approach, the P2P overlay is
unstructured, formed by peers connecting to neighbors, which may be ran-
domly selected. The media stream is typically split into small data blocks
that are exchanged between neighboring peers, resulting in their propagation
throughout the overlay. The main advantage of mesh overlays compared to
tree-based overlays is their much higher robustness to peer churn. In tree-
Parts of this chapter have been published in: Bartosz Biskupski, Marc Schiely, Pascal
Felber, Rene´ Meier. Tree-based Analysis of Mesh Overlays for Peer-to-Peer Streaming.
Proceedings of the 8th IFIP International Conference on Distributed Applications and
Interoperable Systems (DAIS’08), June 2008.
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based approaches, a peer can receive data only from its specified parent and
when that parent fails or leaves the network, its whole sub-tree loses that
data until the tree is reconstructed. In mesh-based streaming systems, data
chunks can be obtained from any neighbor that holds it and thus when one
neighbor fails, other neighbors may still provide the data. For that reason,
many researches focus on mesh overlays for P2P streaming. However, one
problem posed by mesh overlays is that they do not rely on any predefined
network structure and thereby are more difficult to study than tree-based
overlays.
In this chapter, we show that when data chunks are streamed over mesh
overlays, tree-based diffusion patterns dynamically emerge in the overlay.
These tree-based patterns of diffusion can be studied in the same manner as
tree-based overlay structures in Chapter 3 and adaptive algorithms as the
one presented in Chapter 4 can be applied.
The contribution of this chapter is that we identify and analyze proper-
ties of the emerging tree structures in mesh overlays and, in order to evalu-
ate their performance, we compare them to optimal diffusion trees in both
homogeneous and heterogeneous environments. This provides insights into
how mesh overlays can be adapted to reduce buffering delay in mesh-based
streaming systems to a theoretical minimum. Based on this analysis we de-
veloped an algorithm that reduces diffusion tree heights in a mesh overlay
and thus, also reduces buffering delay.
The chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 shows how diffusion trees
emerge in mesh overlays and analyses these diffusion trees. Finally, the
adaptation algorithm is presented and evaluated in Section 6.3 before the
chapter is summarized in Section 6.4.
6.2 Mesh-based P2P Streaming
The mesh-based approach to data streaming originates from research on gos-
sip and epidemic protocols, where nodes periodically exchange information
among each other, which results in the eventual dissemination of all infor-
mation to all nodes. The BitTorrent [16] file-sharing system popularized this
approach for the dissemination of large volumes of data from a transmitter to
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all receivers. BitTorrent creates an unstructured overlay mesh to distribute
a data file. A file is divided into chunks, which are exchanged by nodes in a
pull-based fashion until nodes can reconstruct the original file.
In contrast to file-sharing systems, the transmitter in live P2P streaming
protocols does not have access to the entire data as it is generated “live”, and
thus, it cannot split the whole data into chunks for distribution throughout
the network. In order to leverage mesh-based delivery, streaming protocols
require a delay between the stream creation time at the transmitter and the
receiver playback time. The data stream produced within this delay is split
into small chunks and distributed throughout the network similar to the way
chunks of an entire file are distributed in mesh-based file-sharing protocols.
Nodes maintain sliding windows that reflect this delay and capture which
chunks have already been received and which are still missing. The buffers
move forward with the speed of the original video transmission rate, which is
discovered by all nodes from the video stream. The beginning of the buffer
points at the chunk currently being played at the receiving node and the end
of the buffer reflects the chunk currently generated at the transmitting node.
Chunks that do not arrive in time (outside the sliding window) are lost and
cause video playback degradation.
A mesh overlay is created in a random fashion by joining nodes con-
necting with selected nodes. The selection of neighbors can be based on
different strategies, e.g., random or bandwidth-based. Neighboring nodes
maintain local knowledge about data chunks they possess by informing each
other whenever they receive a new chunk. The missing chunks are requested
from neighbors immediately or periodically, following a chunk selection algo-
rithm. Different strategies such as most-recent-chunk-first, rarest-chunk-first
or random can be used to schedule the chunk requests.
6.2.1 Mesh Overlay Properties
In previous research on mesh overlay adaptation [4, 5], it was identified that
completely random mesh overlays limit the network throughput by underuti-
lizing the available upload bandwidth at peers. Limited network throughput
in turn reduces possible video streaming rates and the corresponding video
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quality. We showed properties of mesh overlays that, when satisfied, optimize
the network throughput. This requires that each peer maintains two sets of
neighbors — (1) children, which are the neighbors to which data is uploaded
and (2) parents, which are the neighbors from which data is downloaded.
The network throughput is optimized in such a directed mesh overlay when:
• Each peer has a constant (configurable) number of parents
• Each peer has a number of children proportional to its upload band-
width
We showed in [4] that a mesh overlay satisfying these two conditions opti-
mizes the upload bandwidth utilization and enables all peers to download
at the maximum possible global video streaming rate. We also proposed al-
gorithms for adapting the mesh overlay to satisfy these conditions. In this
chapter, we conduct our analysis on directed mesh overlays that satisfy these
two conditions and thus we can provide a fair comparison to multiple-tree-
based overlays that also optimize the network throughput. This analysis is
novel in that we show how diffusion trees emerge in these adapted directed
mesh overlays; we analyze properties of diffusion trees and compare them to
those of multiple-tree-based overlays; and finally, propose an algorithm that
improves these properties.
6.2.2 Tree-based View of Mesh Overlays
Mesh overlays are very dynamic and thus are difficult to analyze. In contrast,
trees are well understood and it is easier to derive properties of trees. Meshes
can be seen as a structure of multiple trees if we assume that bandwidth of
all peers remain constant over time and that the chunk selection algorithm
is deterministic. We assume that peers request missing chunks from parents
immediately when they are notified of them, following a most-recent-chunk-
first strategy, i.e., when a decision is made between two chunks, a chunk with
a more recent timestamp is requested. This chunk request strategy is based
on an observation that most recent generated chunks are also the rarest in
the overlay and thus need to be given priority for distribution.
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We assume that the stream rate is set to the maximum rate supported by
the overlay such that all peers can receive it, i.e., equal to
∑N
i
uploadi
N−1 , where
N is the total number of peers including the source node (the source uploads,
but does not download data). We also assume that the mesh overlay satisfies
conditions discussed in Section 6.2.1 and that a peer’s upload bandwidth is
shared equally by all its connections. Under such assumptions, upload of
all peers is saturated and the upload rate of each link is the same, equal
to
∑N
i
uploadi
(N−1)K , where K is a globally configurable number of parents of each
peer. From this follows that each chunk is transferred over a link in time
s(N−1)K∑N
i
uploadi
, where s is the size of a chunk. The source node generates a
new chunk every s(N−1)∑N
i
uploadi
time units, so by the time a single chunk is
transferred to a child, K new chunks are generated. Since it is desired that
the source node sends different chunks to different children (to distribute
chunks equally in the overlay), we use a round-robin strategy to push chunks
from the source node to its direct children in which the ith child receives
chunks with sequence numbers t0 + jK + (i mod K), for some initial t0 and
j = 0, 1, 2, 3, .... Peers, which are not direct children of the source node,
request the most recently generated missing chunks, so they always request a
missing chunk that travelled the least number of hops (and time). Effectively,
K diffusion trees emerge, where each tree propagates every Kth chunk. This
process of diffusion trees emerging in a mesh overlay, which has properties
outlined in Section 6.2.1, is illustrated in Figure 6.1 for K = 2.
(a) Directed mesh overlay
where each peer has 2 parents
(b) Corresponding diffusion
trees
Figure 6.1: Mesh overlay and its two diffusion trees.
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6.2.3 Analysis
In this section we show how optimal multiple trees are constructed in both
homogeneous and heterogeneous environments and analyze their heights in
order to compare them, in the next subsection, to diffusion trees emerging
in mesh overlays.
Height of optimal trees in a homogeneous environment. First, we
analyze a homogeneous environment, where all peers have the same upload
capacity. Optimal K distribution trees can be created by placing each peer
as an inner node in exactly one tree and as a leaf node in the other K − 1
trees. Thus, each peer has K parents, one in each optimal distribution tree.
In a homogeneous environment, this means that the out-degree d of each peer
is equal to K. Since a peer has children in only one tree, K and d are the
number of children of each inner node in each tree. Thus, the height of each
of K optimal distribution trees in a homogeneous environment with N nodes
is equal to the height H(d,N) of an evenly balanced tree with N nodes and
out-degree d, which is calculated using a relation
H(d,N)∑
i=0
di = N
based on the fact that there are di peers at tree level i. Solving this geometric
sequence gives an equation for the height of a balanced homogeneous tree:
H(d,N) = logd ((d− 1)N + 1)− 1 (6.1)
Therefore, the height of each of K optimal trees in a homogeneous environ-
ment is given by H(K,N). In this chapter we also use an equation for the
number of leaf nodes L(d,N) in a balanced homogeneous tree with N nodes
and out-degree d, given by
L(d,N) = dH(d,N) =
(d− 1)N + 1
d
(6.2)
Height of optimal trees in a heterogeneous environment. We study
the construction of optimal trees in a heterogeneous environment by using
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Figure 6.2: Optimal construction of K trees consisting of fast and slow nodes.
two types of peers — Ns slow peers and Nf fast peers, where a fast peer has
upload bandwidth f times higher than a slow peer. In such a scenario, the
optimal placement of peers that minimizes the height of each of the K trees is
presented in Figure 6.2. Similar to homogeneous environments, each peer is
an inner node in exactly one tree and a leaf node in K−1 trees. Additionally,
fast nodes are placed at the top of the trees in order to reduce the height
of the trees. Slow nodes have out-degree d, while fast nodes can upload f
times faster, so their out-degree is fd. The out-degree of slow and fast nodes
is derived from the fact that the total number of outgoing links of all peers
must be equal to the total number of incoming links in the P2P overlay, while
taking into account that the source node has out-going links, but does not
have any incoming links. From this we have Nsd+Nffd = K(Ns +Nf − 1),
which gives
d =
K (Ns +Nf − 1)
fNf +Ns
(6.3)
The height Hhet of each heterogeneous tree constructed as in Figure 6.2
is calculated as Hhet = H1 + H2 + 1 + 1, which is the sum of the height H1
of the upper part of the tree composed of inner fast nodes only, the height
H2 of the lower part of the tree composed of slow inner nodes only, plus one
level between the two parts of the tree and one level for the peers that are
leaves in the tree (and which are inner nodes in other trees). The height H1
is calculated using Eq. 6.1 as the height of a homogeneous tree of Nf/K fast
nodes with out-degree fd:
H1 = H(fd,
Nf
K
) = logfd
(
(fd− 1) Nf
K
+ 1
)
− 1
The height H2 is calculated as the height of a homogeneous tree of
Ns/K
L1fd
slow
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nodes with out-degree d
H2 = H(d,
Ns/K
L1fd
) = logd
(
(d− 1) Ns/K
L1fd
+ 1
)
− 1
where L1 = L(fd,
Nf
K
) is the number of leaves in the upper part, i.e., H1.
From these equations we derive a formula for the optimal height Hhet of each
optimal heterogeneous diffusion tree
Hhet = logfd
(
(fd− 1) Nf
K
+ 1
)
+ logd
(
(d− 1) Ns
(fd− 1)Nf +K + 1
)
(6.4)
where d is the out-degree of a slow node given by Eq. 6.3.
6.2.4 Evaluation
We compare the optimal tree heights, calculated in Equation 6.4, to the aver-
age height of diffusion trees that emerge in mesh overlays and are calculated
by our custom-built simulator of mesh overlays. The simulator relies on the
assumptions outlined in Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2. We used 50,000 nodes and
studied both a homogeneous environment and environments with different
levels of heterogeneity. In experiments involving heterogeneity, 10% of all
nodes are fast nodes with upload bandwidth 2 and 8 times higher than the
remaining slow nodes. The overall upload bandwidth in all overlays is the
same. The results are presented in Figure 6.3. The results show that the
average height of diffusion trees in homogeneous mesh overlays is around 2
levels above the optimal height, for all K. The reason for that is that in the
optimal tree each peer is an inner node in exactly one diffusion tree, whereas
in the trees emerging in mesh overlays a peer is located randomly and can
be an inner node in several trees. The results show that when the level of
heterogeneity increases, the gap between the height of diffusion trees in the
mesh overlay and optimum trees significantly increases. For the case with
10% of peers being 8 times faster than the remaining slow peers, the average
height of a diffusion tree in the mesh overlay for K = 2 is 3 times higher
than the optimum and drops to 2 times over the optimum for K = 16. In-
creased heterogeneity results in higher importance of the location of fast and
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slow peers in the tree. Worse performance for small K, in turn, is caused by
higher variation in the height of diffusion trees - some leaves are much lower
or higher than the others. This tree imbalance can be observed in Figure 6.4
that shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the depth of leaf
nodes in diffusion trees that emerge in a mesh overlay for both homogeneous
and heterogeneous environments. The highest diffusion tree imbalance is for
small K.
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Figure 6.3: Average tree height for different number of parents and different
heterogeneity levels.
Chunk propagation delay. In order to measure the impact of the tree
height on the buffering delay, we analyze the time required to propagate a
chunk through the diffusion trees in mesh overlays. Since in a mesh overlay,
a peer can be placed anywhere in each diffusion tree, its buffering delay
needs to accommodate the maximum difference between chunk arrivals in
each distribution tree, which is equal to the chunk propagation delay. The
propagation delay can be calculated as
delay =
HsK(N − 1)∑N
i uploadi
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Figure 6.4: CDF of the height of diffusion trees in mesh overlays in a hetero-
geneous (10% peers have 4x upload) environment.
where H is the height of the tree, s the size of a chunk and the remaining
part of the formula derives from the equation for the bandwidth of a link
(see Section 6.2.2). It can be observed that this delay represents a trade-off
between the height of a tree and the numberK of distribution trees. LargerK
produce shorter trees, however, it takes longer for a node to upload a chunk
to all its children (since a node has more children). Smaller chunk sizes
allow for their faster propagation, but more control messages are required
to notify/request chunks. Propagation delay as a function of the number of
diffusion trees (peer parents) is shown in Figure 6.5 (for an average upload
bandwidth of 1,000kbps and a chunk size of 4KB). The results show that a
small number of diffusion trees result in shorter buffering delays. However,
small number of diffusion trees also means that the number of parents of
each peer is small and this reduces robustness to peer failures.
6.3 Mesh Adaptation Algorithm
In the previous sections we showed that the heights of diffusion trees in mesh
overlays are much higher than the optimal height. In this section we present
an algorithm that adapts the location of high-bandwidth peers dynamically.
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Figure 6.5: Propagation delay for varying number of trees for mesh overlays
and the optimal case.
To shorten tree lengths it is advantageous to place high-bandwidth nodes
near the source and low-bandwidth peers near the leaves.
6.3.1 Algorithm
We assume that peers have accurate information about their bandwidth,
either through user input or through passive measurement techniques, such
as [52]. Furthermore, the assumption is made that techniques are deployed
that prevent peers from cheating about their bandwidth. To do this, peers
may for example team up to compare effective bandwidth of neighbors with
their indicated bandwidth and drop links to cheaters if the difference is too
high. Alternatively, a reputation system like [35] could be implemented.
Each chunk being distributed from the source s to a peer p contains a hop
count of the path it travelled. Peers can use this hop count as an estimate
of their distance to the source. As explained in previous sections, the goal of
each peer is to climb up, respectively to its upload bandwidth, in one diffusion
tree and to become a leaf node in all other diffusion trees. In order to achieve
this, each peer periodically executes Algorithm 3, which improves a peer’s
position in one diffusion tree. Since each parent of a peer is responsible for
delivering only one tree, the algorithm aims at improving the peer’s position
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by replacing its current best parent (nearest to the source) with one of its
grandparents that is closer to the source, subject to the conditions discussed
below, effectively moving higher in one tree. Specifically, a peer p tries to
find its parent parent and a grandparent grandparent (a parent of parent)
that satisfies the following conditions:
1. distance(grandparent) < distance(bestparent(p))
2. upload(p) > upload(parent) OR bestparent(parent) 6= grandparent
The first condition requires that grandparent is closer to the source than the
current best parent. The second condition requires that the upload band-
width of peer p is greater than the upload bandwidth of parent (child of
grandparent) or grandparent is not the best parent of parent (parent does
not climb up in that tree) and thus, parent can give up that grandparent.
If these two conditions are satisfied, then peer p climbs up one level by: re-
placing parent as a child of grandparent, becoming a new parent of parent
and losing one child, which becomes a child of parent (Figure 6.6 shows the
exchange protocol). This way, the number of children and parents of all peers
involved (p, parent and grandparent) remain unchanged and thus, the prop-
erties of the overlay required for achieving the optimal network throughput,
described in Section 6.2.1, remain satisfied. The presented adaptation algo-
rithm effectively results in each peer climbing up in one tree as long as its
parent in this tree has lower upload bandwidth and climbing down in other
trees (by giving up its position in these other trees to its children that climb
up in these trees). The algorithm does not affect the network throughput as
it does not change the number of children or parents of any peer.
6.3.2 Evaluation
In this section, we show the results of our evaluation of the adaptation al-
gorithm presented in Section 6.3.1. The algorithm was implemented in our
custom-built simulator and executed on 50,000 nodes with different ratios of
upload bandwidth of fast and slow nodes. First, an initial mesh was created
and tree heights calculated. Then, Algorithm 3 was executed to adapt the
positions of all peers until no more adaptations were possible.
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Algorithm 3 Adapting position of peer p in the mesh overlay
for all parent← parent(p) do
for all grandparent← parent(parent) do
if parent 6= source then
if distance(grandparent) < distance(bestparent(p)) then
if upload(p) > upload(parent) or bestparent(parent) 6=
grandparent then
exchangePosition(p, parent, grandparent)
end if
end if
end if
end for
end for
Figure 6.6: Peers p and parent exchange their positions respectively to grand-
parent.
In all experiments 10% of all peers had i (i = {2, 8}) times higher upload
bandwidth than the remaining peers. The number of trees K varied from 2
to 16. As can be seen in Figure 6.7, there is a significant benefit of placing
high-bandwidth nodes near the source. The average tree heights decrease by
about 35% for two trees (K = 2). The same improvement is in the buffering
delay, which is proportional to the tree height. Figure 6.8 shows the cumula-
tive distribution function (CDF) of the depth of leaf nodes in diffusion trees in
adapted mesh overlays. This figure, when compared to the analogous Figure
6.4, shows that diffusion trees in the adapted mesh overlays are significantly
more balanced. However, despite of much improvement, some imbalance in
the diffusion tree heights remains and, for that reason, the height of diffu-
sion trees (and the corresponding buffering delay) is suboptimal. To achieve
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optimal diffusion trees, a more system-wide adaptation is required, which is
a focus of our future work.
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6.4 Summary
In this chapter we have studied data diffusion in mesh overlays. We have
shown that data chunks follow dynamically formed diffusion trees and we
have analyzed the properties of these trees. The proposed structured view of
meshes allows us to apply knowledge gained in the previous chapters about
trees directly to mesh-based streaming approaches. Our results show that
diffusion trees in mesh overlays are unbalanced with suboptimal height and
thereby, buffering delay in mesh overlays is suboptimal. With the increasing
heterogeneity in an overlay, the diffusion trees become even more suboptimal
due to imperfect placement of fast peers in the diffusion trees. This implies
that a mesh adaptation algorithm that places fast nodes closer to the source
in exactly one diffusion tree shortens the height and improves the balance of
diffusion trees, thereby significantly reducing the data buffering delay. We
have presented such a mesh adaptation algorithm and we have shown that
it improves tree heights.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
7.1 Summary
The problem of distributing continuous streaming content to a large peer
population has been studied in the context of this thesis. The various chal-
lenges that come with such architectures have been discussed and solutions
have been proposed.
We have developed novel architectures that are not relying on any hierar-
chical structure or different peer roles. These architectures take into account
heterogeneous upload bandwidths and provide uniform download bandwidths
to all participating peers. We have proposed dynamic adaptation algorithms
that allow participating peers to benefit from higher reliability and shorter
latency. A new tit-for-tat mechanism has been introduced to establish some
fairness among peers and further enhance robustness.
Although the thesis focuses on tree-based architectures, mesh-based ar-
chitectures have been discussed and it has been shown how mesh-based ar-
chitectures can be analyzed with the same methods used for tree-based ar-
chitectures.
The different architectures and algorithms have been supported by models
and have been analyzed and evaluated in detail. The algorithms have been
designed to be practical enough to be implemented. A prototype has been
developed as a proof of concept and to evaluate the different architectures
and algorithms.
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While the main research goal presented in Chapter 1.3 has been achieved
in the developed models, analysis, algorithms, and CrossFlux implemen-
tation, many problems remain open. The following section lists some per-
spectives for future research.
7.2 Perspectives of Future Work
Peer-to-peer media streaming is a research topic that, despite being widely
studied, still offers a rich set of problems of various nature (e.g., networking,
economics, social) that would deserve further study. In the direct continua-
tion of this thesis, one can mention a couple of obvious directions for future
work.
First, the architectures presented in this thesis are tree-based. In Chap-
ter 6 it has been shown how mesh-based architectures can be analyzed with
the same methods used in tree-based systems. Based on these results, one
could design new mesh-based architectures and algorithms that would share
the desirable properties of tree-based architectures, but provide more robust
and dynamic behavior.
One could integrate more sophisticated fairness mechanisms in a mesh
approach, such as maintaining a “balance of trade” for each pair of peers.
The balance of trade between two peers, maintained independently by each
peer, would be increased when sending chunks and decreased upon reception.
one could accept for both direct exchanges and chunks transmitted via other
peers. If the absolute value of the balance reaches a threshold (one peer
contributing much more than the other), then the connection could be closed
and the peers forced to connect to different neighbors. Free-riders could be
detected and added in a blacklist.
There exist many other research directions and possible refinements worth
pursuing. Yet, ultimately the success of a streaming solution will likely be
driven by factors that are not just technical, but rather economical and social
like emerging business models and copyright issues.
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Appendix A
Prototype Implementation
To evaluate the algorithms and architectures presented in this thesis, a proof-
of-concept prototype has been implemented. It is entirely written in Java and
was used for the evaluation of the algorithms in Chapter 5 on different test-
beds like ModelNet and PlanetLab, but also as input to our own simulator
and as a prototype for demonstration use.
A.1 System Overview
We use a single source on a desktop machine to encode a single video and
stream it repeatedly to its children. The video is encoded by the HTTP
streaming feature of the VLC framework,1 which serves HTTP requests and
splits the stream into TCP packets to be sent over the network. The Cross-
Flux client on the source initiates an HTTP GET request to VLC and
receives the TCP packets. The packets are then stored in a buffer in the
source and are scheduled for sending to the children.
The CrossFlux clients running at the source’s children request the pack-
ages from the source and also store them in their buffer for playing and for
forwarding to their respective children. The VLC instance on the children
starts an HTTP streaming session to the CrossFlux client and waits for
the TCP packets. As soon as the buffer has enough packets, they are sent to
VLC for playback.
1Available from http://www.videolan.org.
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A.2 Buffer Management
A critical component in the prototype implementation is the buffer and its
management. There is a trade-off between memory usage and robustness:
the more blocks are stored in the buffer, the robuster the system gets, but
the higher the memory usage is. If too few blocks are kept in buffer, peers
are not able to sustain bandwidth fluctuations and peer exchanges.
Therefore we use different buffer sizes for different network conditions.
Packets are deleted if they are older than the current playback position plus
a specified time window for serving children that are behind the current peer
playback time.
For each child a separate buffer map is used to mark which chunks have
been successfully received. Children can have slightly different playback po-
sitions in the stream due to peer exchanges or short network outages. If the
difference becomes too high than a threshold, the child is purged and has to
initiate a new join request starting from the source.
A.3 Network Layer
The network layer has been designed such that it can easily be replaced by
a different implementation. With this design we can use the same prototype
for different settings like simulation frameworks, locally emulated networks
or global distributed systems such as Planetlab.
The basic implementation uses Java sockets to connect to other peers.
For each child two connections are established: a control connection and a
data connection. A peer first establishes a control connection to a candidate
child to initiate a join procedure. It exchanges protocol packets with the
child until the parent-child relation is established and data streaming can
start. Data packets are then sent over the data connection on a different
port.
Each data packet is acknowledged by the receiver. The sender marks
the packet as received and deletes it according to the buffer management
described earlier. A packet which is never acknowledged will still be deleted
after a timeout to avoid buffer overflows.
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A.4 HeapTop
The peer exchange described in HeapTop has been implemented with an
announcement protocol: if a peer wants to exchange position with its parent
it announces its intent to the parent. If the parent acknowledges the request,
the connections are closed and new connections to exchanged children and
parents are opened.
Our implementation assumes that peers do not refuse connection requests.
This assumption should be relaxed in a real world implementation.
The exchange needs to be very fast in order to not fill up buffers with
chunks that are received from the source. If the buffer reaches a threshold
during such an position exchange, a small number of chunks is skipped and
the children continue streaming with a few missed video frames.
A.5 Failure Recovery
Failures in connections are detected by means of indirect heartbeats. If a
parent does not send a chunk within a timeout period, the parent is assumed
to have failed and the backup links are used to search for a replacement peer.
Children failures are detected by timeouts on chunk acknowledge packets. If
a child does not send a acknowledgement for a number of packets, then it is
assumed to have failed and it is purged from the list of children.
The detection of failures directly depends on the chosen timeout param-
eters. We tested different values based on the network setup. In a real world
implementation these values should be adapted to the network conditions
and the expected failure rate.
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